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This report provides information and obser- 
vations on more important aspects of how 
the National Bureau of Standards is admin- 
istered. It also explains some complexities 
of a major scientific organization. 

The Senate Committee on Commerce, 
Science and Transportation and its Subcom- 
mittee on Science, Technology and Space 
were concerned about persistent reports of a 
decline in the Bureau’s scientific capabilities 
and its ability to adequately respond to spe- 
cif ic congressional assignments. 

The committees saw the need for a critical 
review of the Bureau’s organic act and for 
possibly updating this statute in light of 
the Bureau’s evolving role as a national 
laboratory. 
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20346 

B-114821 

To the Chairman, Se-t.% ,,._ Committee 
on ,,,,cp,mm,e,r .c, en-..,,,.,,,..S cienye a n d #,II,,,., I, ,",mme HW.". ,, ,*_.. 
Tms,~ortation and the 

~ 
11.. -- -. "_.m 

Chairman, Senate Subcommittee on ---m--1-1.." -""., ",", 
s c =""E!!z? r -,-#* II Technology-_a,nd ..Sp,!se .,. -r,,"."-l_ n*..l"". .."..".- 

Pursuant to the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science 
and Transportation and its Subcommittee Technol- 
ogy and Space October 13, 1977, joint we reviewed 
the National Bureau of Standards fulfillment of its respon- 
sibilities under 13 public laws. Our findings were com- 
municated to your offices in a briefing held on January 13, 
1978. 

The second phase of the joint request asked us to 
monitor National Bureau of Standards activities. As agreed 
with your offices, this report provides information and 
observations on the more important areas of Bureau adminis- 
tration. The use of National Bureau of Standards camp ter 

as it relates to these areas will be the -Y= 
ate General Accounting Office report. 

We met with Bureau officials and obtained thqir oral 
comments on the report. Their specific comments have been 
included in the report where appropriate. 

As arranged with your offices, we will make this 
report available to other interested parties without 
delay. 

Cg%r &al& 
of the United States 





REPORT OF THE COMPTROLLER NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS-- 
GENERAL TO THE COMMITTEE INFORMATION AND OBSERVATIONS 
ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND ON ITS ADMINISTRATION 
TRANSPORTATION AND THE 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, 
TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE 
UNITED STATES SENATE 

DIGEST ---__- 

The Senate Committee on Commerce, Science 
and Transportation and its Subcommittee on 
Science, Technology and Space expressed 
concerns about persistent reports of a 
decline in the National Bureau of Standards 
scientific capabilities and its ability to 
adequately respond to specific congressional 
assignments. c 
As agreed with the committees, this report 
provides information and some 0bs.e~~vations 
on the more important areas of how the 
Bureau is administered. 

GAO is not recommending any specific 
actions for the Bureau to take at this 
time because of (1) the recent major 
Bureau reorganization (April 1978), (2) a 
major reprograming of ongoing research 
planned for fiscal years 1979 and 1980, 
and (3) other actions the Bureau has taken 
or plans to take to resolve problems 
identified in this report. 

PROJECTS AND PROGRAMS-- 
REVIEW AND APPROVAL 

For fiscal years 1976-78, the National 
Bureau of Standards requested $46.6 million 
to undertake new work. The Department of 
Commerce approved $9.6 million. This was 
then reduced to $2.5 million by the Office 
of Management and Budget. For fiscal year 
1979, Commerce and the Office of Management 
and Budget looked more favorably on the 
Bureau's budqet request and the Bureau re- 
ceived more funds than originally requested. 

m. Upon removal, the report 
cover date should be noted hereon. 
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The Office of Management and Budget has 
not allowed the Bureau to use its appropri- 
ations to do work that another Federal 
agency (&ad agency) has the primary 
responsibility for even though specific 
legislation requires that the Bureau per- 
form the work or it could be performed 
under the Bureau's organic act. The Of- 
fice of Management and Budget's position 
is that the lead agency concept was estab- 
lished to ensure single agency gccountabil- 
i 
i?+ 

to the President and the Congress. 
T is has contributed to reducing the Bu- 
reau’s budget requests. (See pp. 8 and 9.) 
The Congress is aware of this problem and 
has taken action on it. (See p. 10.) 

In 1978, about 40 percent ($55.1 million) 
of the Bureau's work was for and funded 
by other agencies. While the agencies 
provide the money, the Bureau must perform 
the work within personnel ceilings estab- 
lished by Commerce and the Office of Man- 

ement and Budsef (See p.*ll.) In addi- 
the Bureau ii called on to perform 

work mandated by the Congress and Commerce. 
This has resulted in reprograming other 
Bureau work and reassigning staff. (See 
PP. 11 and 12.) 

Some of the Bureau's research apparently 
was not of high enough priority because 
it has proposed a major reprograming 
beginning in fiscal year 1979 to reduce 
or terminate many existing projects to 
accommodate higher priority work. (See 
p. 17.) 

fiONG-RAN\GE PLANN&H!3 

The National Bureau of Standards recently 
implemented long-range planning. There 
have been no sustained efforts to provide 
an overall conceptual framework relating 
the Bureau's many.programs to each other 
and to its major m&s-ion, or to relate 
that mission to the needs of the Nation's 
scientific, governmental, and industrial 
communities. 
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In response to an Office of Management 
and Budget directive and an appropriation 
to do so, the Bureau established a central 
planning organization effective October 1, 
1978. Also, the Bureau directed its major 
organizational units to develop long-range 
(5-year) plans which should mesh with the 
central planning organization's efforts 
and the major reprograming. 

The effect of these actions probably will 
not be known until about October 1979. 
(See pp. 15 to 17.) 

BUDGETING AND ACCOUNTING 

The development and submission of the 
National Bureau of Standards budget 
and the accounting for funds have been 
adequate. The method used to distribute 
certain overhead costs, however, may 
result in an inequitable distribution 
of expenses. (See ch. 4.) 

EQUIPMENT ACQUISITION AND MANAGEMENT 

Officials and employees have expressed 
some concern about 
(state-of-the-art) la 
According to Bureau%fficials, the lack 
of such equipment sometimes has resulted 
in redirecting research, reducing re- 
searchers' morale and willingness to 
undertake new research, and delaying work 
underway. The alleged shortage of modern 
equipment has not been quantified. The 
Bureau has not been determining equipment 
needs in advance and budgeting for them 
in recent years. 

Pooling and loaning equipment is not 
widely used at the Bureau. Its person- 
nel did not favor either pooling or 
loaning equipment because of perceived 
problems with maintenance, calibration, 
and equipment availability. (See PP. 
29to 35.) * 
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PERSONNEL MATTERS 

The number of National Bureau of Standards 
scientists has not changed significantly 
during the past 5 years, but the number 
of technicians decreased by 25 percent. 
The ,turnover rate for scientists declined 
from 7.8 percent in 1975 to 4.7 percent in 
1978. The average aqe,of the scientists 
has been increasing at about l/2 year per 
year (from 40.7 in 1971 to 43.7 in 1977). 
The impact of this could be felt when 
many scientists become eligible for re- 
tirement at about the same time. 

Some concern had been expressed in the 
past that staff morale was weakening. 
Due to the relatively low turnover rate 
of scientific personnel accompanied by 
an increasing average age, it would 
appear that the Bureau has a stable 
scientific community. This, when coupled 
with the Bureau's reputation for high 
quality research, would indicate a rela- 
tively satisfied research staff. (See 
p. 41.) 

EVALUATION OF BUREAU EFFORTS 
BY OUTSIDE ORGANIZATIONS 

Evaluation panels established by the 
National Research Council periodically 
evaluate the National Bureau of Standards 
functions and operations, including the 
importance and relative priority of proj- 
ects, quality of staff, equipment needs, 
finances, and the relation of programs 
to Bureau missions. The panels usually 
report annually to the Bureau Director 
and the Statutory Visiting Committee. 
(See pp. 46 and 47.) 

The committee meets and reports annually 
on the efficiency of the Bureau's scien- 
tific work and the condition of its 
equipment. In 1977, the committee pointed 
out that the Bureau had critical problems 
and was on the brink of serious trouble. 
One problem cited was that the Bureau 
was administered by an Acting Director 
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for over 2 years (a Director was finally 
appointed in February 1978). The committee 
stated that the personal action of the 
Secretary of Commerce was needed. In 
its 1978 report, the committee informed 
the Secretary that recovery was underway 
and expressed its belief that a "most" 
constructive new policy had emerged 
during the year with close understanding 
among top Commerce leadership, White 
House offices, and the Bureau Director. 
(See pp. 48 and 49.) 

,/f” GAO OBSERVATIONS 
M" 

GAO made the following observations: 

--A solution is needed to the National 
Bureau of Standards problem caused 
by the Office of Management and Budget 
not allowing the Bureau to use its appro- 
priations to perform work which is the 
prjmary responsibility of another Federal 
agency (lead agency). (See pp. 8 and 9.) 

--Because of (1) the recent major Bureau 
reorganization,,, (April 1978), (2) the 
numerous requirements contained in legis- 
lation passed since 1965 which affect the 
Bureau, and (3) functional changes, in- 
cluding data processing applications, the 
Bureau may have to revise its accounting j . 
system. If so, the Bureau should consider ,I,,, ,.,,, ,,, submitting the revised system to GAO for 
approval. 

--Improvements appear necessary in apply- 
ing the Bureau's complex three-tiered 
overhead costs to projects. (See pp- 
24 to 27.) 

--The Bureau has difficulty planning or 
budgeting adequately for needed equip- 
ment because it has not established 
procedures to monitor the need for new 
equipment, its condition or use. 
(See pp. 30 to 34.) 

--Scientists, ,,,., ",.,",,. ,".1. who generally are paid more 
than technicians, are being required to 
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perform work. former;l,y done by the t,ech- 
nlcians. This results in increased cost 
and reduced time available for scientists 
to perform work at a higher scientific 
level. (See p. 39.) 

The Director, National Bureau of Standards, 
should consider the matters discussed in 
this report to bring about improvements. 

- - - - 

Pursuant to an October 1978 request from 
the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science 
and Transportation, GAO will monitor 
Bureau actions in the above areas and 
report on its findings in the fall of 

. 1979. 

AGENCY COMMENTS 

In commenting orally on the report, the 
National Bureau of Standards generally 
concurred with GAO's observations. 
Specific comments have been included 
where appropriate. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 
/qG 11 &T/a.6 

The National Bureay~ofL%and.a&l.s (NBS) was established 
by the Congress on March 3, 1901 (c. 872, 31 Stat. 1449). 
This basic or organic act initially placedNBS in the Treas- 
ury Department, but in 1903 transferred it to the Depart- 
ment of Commerce. 

The organic act, which has been amended numerous 
times, assigns the following functions to NBS: 

--Developing, maintaining, and disseminating standards 
of physical measurements. 

--Determining physical materials properties and 
physical constants. 

--Developing test methods for materials, mechanisms, 
and structures. 

--Establishing standard practices in cooperation 
with Goylernment agencies and the private sec- 
tor. 

--Providing advisory services to Government agencies. 

NBS headquarters is located on a 576-acre site in 
Gaithersburg, Maryland. This site has 27 buildings, includ- 
ing 7 general purpose laboratories, a nuclear reactor used 
in various research programs, a fire research facility, a 
building for sound measurements, and other buildings devoted 
to special research needs. In Boulder, Colorado, NBS shares 
a 205-acre site with two other Commerce organizations. 
Boulder is where NBS work on time and frequency, cryogenics, 
and electromagnetic measurements is performed. NBS also 
operates two radio stations that broadcast time and fre- 
quency information --one in Colorado and the other in Hawaii. 

NBS was administered by an Acting Director from 
July 1975 to February 1978, when he was appointed Direc- 
tor. 

A major NBS reorganization became effective in April 
1978. The current organization, the previous organization, 
and a crosswalk between the old and new organizations are 
shown in appendixes I through III, respectively. Currently, 
there are three major organizational units responsible for 
the NBS scientific and technical programs--National 
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Engineering Laboratory, National Measurement Laboratory, and 
the Institute for Computer Sciences and Technology. The 
goals of these units are shown in appendix IV. 

NBS has two major administrative organizations. The 
Associate Director for Programs, Budget, and Finance is 
responsible for planning, developing, and evaluating NBS- 
wide programs; developing and carrying out policies on pro- 
grammatic, budgetary, and financial matters; and developing 
and executing the budget. Most other NBS-wide administra- 
tive functions are the responsibility of the Director of 
Administrative and Information Systems. The staffing and 
expenses for the administrative and support organizations 
for fiscal year 1978 are shown in appendix V. 

During fiscal year 1978, about 40 percent ($55.1 
million) of the work NBS performed was for and funded by 
other Federal agencies. As shown in appendix VI, NBS appro- 
priations in constant dollars, using 1965 as the base year, 
decreased by $400,000 between fiscal years 1974 and 1978. 
During this period other agency funds made available to 
NBS increased by about $2.8 million in constant dollars. 
The estimated funding and staff years for NBS projects by 
selected key words are shown in appendix VII. 

In early fiscal year 1978, NBS had 3,061 full-time 
permanent employees of which 2,608 were at Gaithersburg 
and 453 at Boulder. The scientific staff consisted of: 

Number 
Degree 
level 

626 Ph. D. 

298 Masters 

434 Bachelors 

Changes in NBS staffing for the S-year period 1974-78 
are shown in appendix VIII. 

In fiscal year 1978, over one-third (1,070) of the 
total NBS staff was directly engaged in carrying out ad- 
ministrative and management functions at the NBS-wide 
level. Some staffs assigned to the Laboratories/Institute 
were also carrying out administrative and management func- 
tions for their respective major operating organizations. 
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SCOPE OF REVIEW 

Our review was made pursuant to a joint request dated 
October 13, 1977 (see app. IX) from the Senate Committee on 
Commerce, Science and Transportation and its Subcommittee on 
Science, Technology and Space. On January 13, 1978, we 
briefed the committees' offices on the first phase of the 
request which dealt with how NBS fulfilled its responsibili- 
ties under 13 specific public laws. 

The second phase of the committees' request asked that 
we monitor NBS activities more extensively in the future. 
We were informed that the committees' interest would best be 
served if we furnished information and observations on NBS 
administration, including such areas as (1) review and ap- 
proval of projects and programs, including priorities, (2) 
adequacy of budgeting and accounting, (3) program planning, 
(4) adequacy of equipment to carry out NBS responsibilities, 
(5) personnel (staffing), and (6) evaluations of NBS efforts 
by outside organizations. This report discusses these areas. 
NBS computer resource use as it relates to these areas will 
be the subject of a separate report. 

We performed our work at the NBS headquarters and main 
laboratories in Gaithersburg and at its Boulder laboratories. 
We interviewed key NBS officials and program managers and 
visited selected laboratories and other NBS facilities. We 
reviewed in some detail NBS program planning, budgeting, ac- 
counting, and other administrative procedures to determine 
the effectiveness of management decisions. We also studied 
the NBS basic organic act and other specific acts which 
directly affect NBS operations. 

We coordinated our work with the Office of Technology 
Assessment (OTA) in connection with its then ongoing study 
assessing national laboratories. We discussed pertinent 
matters included in the report with officials in the Office 
of Management and Budget (OMB) and the National Research 
Council, National Academy of Sciences. 

In accordance with discussions with the committees' 
offices we obtained oral comments from NBS on this report. 
NBS officials generally concurred with our observations. 
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CHAPTER 2 

PROJECTS AND PROGRAMS--REVIEW AND APPROVAL 

NBS work is classified as either initiatives--projects 
or programs being undertaken for the first time or expansion 
of existing programs-- or ongoing work called base programs, 
which includes work being performed for other agencies. As 
of September 1, 1978, there were about 1,400 ongoing research 
projects. 

Initiatives originate primarily from NBS scientific and 
management staff ideas and are reviewed and approved by a 
Laboratory/Institute. The Program Office, under the As- 
sociate Director for Program, Budget and Finance, then re- 
views the initiatives, and presents them to the NBS Execu- 
tive Board, which ranks them to select those to be included 
in the budget request to Commerce. 

INITIATIVES REVIEW 

The Program Office is staffed with program analysts 
who are scientists and engineers selected from within 
NBS for l- to 2-year tours. 

Although written procedures have not been issued for 
program analysts to use in reviewing initiatives or other 
work, the initiatives must meet certain specified criteria, 
such as: 

--Problem significance. (Economic or commercial 
importance, social value, scientific value, 
urgency.) 

--Match to NBS mission. (How the proposal fits the 
NBS mission.) 

--Quality of work plan. (How the work is to be 
done.) 

--Institutional health and competence building. 
(Enhancement of NBS role or capability.) 

--Demand intensity. ,(The perceived importance 
of the problem.) 

--Delivery mechanisms. (A statement of existing 
or proposed delivery mechanisms.) 



In addition to these criteria, the program analysts 
said they use personal judgment and draw on their own exten- 
sive backgrounds in reviewing initiatives. 

The program analysts' evaluations of initiatives 
often result in suggestions to the Laboratories/Institute 
staffs to combine smaller initiatives or to otherwise 
improve them. The staffs generally accept these sugges- 
tions. 

Staff presentations 

After the Laboratories/Institute staffs make the needed 
revisions, the staffs orally present the initiatives to the 
NBS Executive Board. The Executive Board, chaired by the 
NBS Director, consists of the NBS Deputy Director, the Di- 
rectors of the National Engineering Laboratory: the Na- 
tional Measurement Laboratory, NBS/Boulder Laboratories, 
Office of Administrative and Information Systems, and the 
Institute for Computer Sciences and Technology; and the 
Associate Director for Programs, Budget, and Finance. The 
Executive Board rates the initiatives on the extent that 
they meet each of the above six criteria. 

Program Office analysis 

Using the Executive Board ratings, the program 
analysts list the most highly ranked initiatives, point out 
alternatives, strengths, and weaknesses in initiatives to 
the Board and recommend which should be included in the pre- 
liminary budget presentation to Commerce. The initiative 
review process for fiscal year 1980 is shown in appendix X. 
Generally, the same process has been used in past.years. 
We were told that factors other than the NBS criteria, such 
as budget ceilings and what is politically acceptable, are 
also considered before initiatives are included in the pre- 
liminary budget request. 

The number of initiatives approved by the Lab- 
oratories/Institute and presented to the NBS Executive 
Board each year is generally much higher than what goes 
to Commerce for approval. For example, for fiscal year 
1980, 22 initiatives were presented to the Executive Board 
but only 9 were approved and included in the preliminary 
budget request. Although the board has approved some pro- 
posed Boulder laboratories' initiatives, none have survived 
the full budget process in the past 5 years. The number of 
initiatives NBS has started over the past several years has 
been small because its appropriation has remained relatively 
constant. The new work that has been started has sometimes 
resulted in terminating ongoing work. 
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A comparison of the funds NBS requested for initiatives 
for fiscal years 1976-79, the actions taken by Commerce 
and OMB, and amounts appropriated for the initiatives, based 
on NBS records, follows. 

Budget Budget Budget 
request request request Appropri- 

Fiscal to to OMB to the ations for 
year Commerce OMB cut Congress initiatives 

- - a - - -(millions)- - - - - - 

1979 $10.7 $31.6 $13.0 $18.6 g/$11.3 

1978 19.8 2.5 1.4 1.1 tg 1.9 

1977 12.9 4.2 4.2 0.0 0.0 

1976 13.9 2.9 2.4 g1.4 1.1 

a/The Senate and House Appropriations Conference Committee 
disallowed $7.3 million from the budget request consist- 
ing of about $6.5 million in work to be done under the 
Brooks Act and reductions in work planned in the areas 
of nondestructive evaluation, competency building, 
and cooperative technology. The appropriation request 
included a negation amount of about $1.9 million for 
air/water pollution measurements which NBS will request 
from the Environmental Protection Agency. 

h/Includes a supplemental appropriation of $900,000 for 
the recycled oil program. 

c/Includes about $900,000 OMB added for appliance 
labeling, efficiency standards, and computer related 
work. 

According to program analysts, OMB and Commerce have 
not acted favorably on NBS-proposed new work in the past. 
An OMB official said that there was no attempt to hold the 
NBS budget down and that the work proposed was judged 
on its merits. He acknowledged, however, that general 
economic conditions are sometimes a factor in cutting 
Federal agency budgets. In its September 1977 report to 
the Secretary of Commerce', the Statutory Visiting Commit- 
tee (an outside organization which evaluates NBS activi- 
ties) stated that one of the key reasons for NBS problems 
was: 



"That those at OMB responsible for NBS have 
non-technical backgrounds with little under- 
standing of the relevance of this highly scien- 
tific work and how it should be managed." 

Commerce has recently taken more interest in NBS. For 
fiscal year 1979, Commerce increased the NBS budget request 
by $20.9 million --$18.1 million for work in the the computer 
science area under the Brooks Act (Public Law 89-306), 
$1.6 million for the recycled oil program, and $1.2 million 
for resource recovery and conservation. NBS fiscal year 
1980 budget request, as approved by Commerce and forwarded 
to OMB, contains more new work than any previous NBS budget. 

Initiatives refused by Commerce and OMB 
because of the "lead agency" concept 

According to NBS officials, the lead agency con- 
cept OMB uses has caused problems in getting certain 
initiatives approved. Under this concept, OMB generally 
has not allowed NBS to use its appropriations to fund work 
that another Federal agency (lead agency) has the primary 
responsibility to do. 

An OMB official said that the lead agency concept 
was established to ensure single agency accountability 
to the President and the Congress. An agency that has 
lead responsibility should be looked at for overall 
guidance on what needs to be done in its area of responsi- 
bility. Work proposed by other agencies must fit in 
with what the lead agency wants. Otherwise, according 
to the official, it is harder to manage Government‘ 
programs. 

An OTA March 1978 report assessing national labora- 
tories lJ states that even in cases where the Congress 
has mandated an activity, sometimes without authorizing 
funds, NBS has had to approach the lead agency for the 
needed funding or reprogram existing research so that the 
legislative mandates could be met. The report also states 
that although bureaucratic efficiency may be enhanced by 
such a practice, the potential impact on future national 
needs can be significant. 

OTA's report concluded' that the lead agency concept 
does not allow NBS, the Nation's center for measurement 

&'"The National Bureau of Standards: A Case Study Within 
the National Laboratories Assessment." 
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science and standards, to anticipate measurement needs 
in such areas as energy, environment, or health, or to 
initiate long-range work unless asked to do so by a lead 
agency. The report concludes that this runs counter to the 
organic act's provision that NBS shall maintain and develop 
national standards of measurements and provide means for 
making such measurements in scientific investigations. NBS 
officials feel that OMB should follow up with the lead agency 
to see that the agency funds the work. Because this is not 
done, the work is not usually performed. An OMB official 
said that he has tried to follow up; however, if the lead 
agency does not believe the work proposed by another agency 
should be done, generally OMB must agree with the lead 
agency because it is the primary responsible Federal agency. 

Commerce, in anticipation of OMB cuts based on the 
lead agency concept, cuts NBS initiatives. Our review of 
NBS initiatives and base programs (ongoing work) adversely 
affected by the lead agency concept between fiscal year 
1976 and fiscal year 1979 showed that Commerce cut eight 
initiatives and OMB cut two initiatives and one base pro- 
gram because of the lead agency concept. (See app. XI.) 

A recent example of the problem with the lead agency 
concept concerned' pollution control. OMB cut NBS environ- 
mental measurements for air and water base programs and 
initiatives for fiscal year 1979. Also, OMB cut NBS re- 
source recovery program (an initiative mandated by law) 
for fiscal year 1979. A House of Representatives bill 
authorizing funds for the Environmental Protection Agency 
for fiscal year 1979 (H.R. 11302) included $3 million for 
the NBS environmental measurements program and $2 million 
for the NBS resource recovery program. Funds for these 
programs were not requested. The March 17, 1978, report 
on the bill states that the House Committee on Science 
and Technology found that NBS has had a targeted program 
related to environmental measurement as part of its 
traditional mission, and that the committee rejected OMB's 
recommendation that this program be funded by Environmental 
Protection Agency appropriations rather than by direct ap- 
propriation to NBS on the grounds that the environment is 
the Agency’s responsibility. 

As a result of the committee's stand on the lead 
agency concept, NBS is optimistic that OMB will approve 
this kind of work in the future. An OMB official said, 
however, that OMB had not changed its position on this 
matter. 



BASE PROGRAMS REVIEW 

As previously mentioned, NBS had about 1,400 research 
projects underway as of September 1978. Generally, these 
projects-- excluding those being done for other agencies--are 
reviewed annually through staff presentations of base pro- 
grams to the Executive Board. According to the program 
analysts, base program reviews are very general and give the 
Executive Board an overview of how projects fit into the 
overall program and budget. The Executive Board rates each 
program, which may include several projects, according to 
specified criteria. Written feedback on each program, based 
on the presentations, is provided to the staff. Appendix 
VII shows the general subject areas ("key words") addressed 
by NBS projects, and the estimated number of projects, type 
and amount of funding, and staff years related to each sub- 
ject area for fiscal year 1978. 

Program managers in the Laboratories/Institute 
generally monitor NBS work. On October 1, 1978, a new 
Resource Planning and Monitoring System was implemented. 
This is an automated system under which the estimated 
1,400 ongoing projects will be aggregated into about 250 
to 300 "tasks." This system will also collect program, 
budget, and fiscal information for each task; such informa- 
tion was not collected on projects in the past. NBS offi- 
cials believe the new system will eliminate much detailed 
information previously provided but not needed by upper 
level management. 

WORK PERFORMED FOR OTHER AGENCIES 

The NBS organic act, as amended, authorizes the 
Secretary of Commerce to undertake certain functions includ- 
ing (1) cooperation with other governmental agencies and 
private organizations in establishing standard practices 
incorporated in codes and specifications and (2) advisory 
service to Government agencies on scientific and technical 
problems. 

During fiscal year 1978, about 40 percent ($55.1 mil- 
lion) of NBS work was performed for and funded by other 
Federal agencies. Before the April 1978 NBS reorganization, 
the percent of other agency work varied among the Institutes, 
with the Institute for Applied Technology (now part of the 
National Engineering Laboratory) having the highest percent- 
age. 



Generally, other agency work originates with the 
signing of an agreement or memorandum of understanding 
between NBS and the other agency. The other agency staff 
usually contacts the NBS division or center that will do 
the work and develops the agreement. NBS officials told 
us that the principal problem NBS had with other agency 
work is the lack of staffing. The other agency may pro- 
vide funding but not staff. OTA’s March 1978 report as- 
sessing national laboratories points out that some pro- 
grams have been assigned to NBS by Commerce or mandated 
by the Congress despite the Congress failure to always 
provide funds and NBS lack of capabilities to perform the 
proposed work. In most cases, personnel slots have not 
been provided to allow staff expansion for the new work. 
(See p. 39.) As a result, NBS has had to reprogram work 
and reassign staff. 

The OTA report states that such reprograming has not 
always been detrimental, and may have helped eliminate 
outmoded or inappropriate activities. The report states, 
however, that there clearly has been some negative impact 
on core mission programs in measurement sciences and 
standards, traceable mainly to the fact that only a 
limited staff is available to perform all the required 
functions. According to its program analysts, NBS refuses 
significant amounts of other agency work because it lacks 
staff-- information as to how much was refused was not 
available. 

Although work done for other agencies comprises 
almost one-half NBS work, the Executive Board does not 
review or set priorities for work to be performed for other 
agencies. The Executive Board only reviews and sets prior- 
ities for in-house work to be funded by NBS appropriations. 

VIEWS ON PROJECT APPROVAL PROCESS 

Program analysts and others have expressed concern 
about the project approval process NBS used. In some 
instances, the scientific staff spent much time preparing 
for their oral presentations to the Executive Board by 
rehearsing the presentations three or four times. Concern 
for the presentations’ quality may have been due to the 
scientific staff’s belief that the presentation was very 
important in getting the’Executive Board to approve an 
initiative. Also, getting an initiative approved was very 
competitive. NBS officials said that too much competition 
existed among the former Institutes, before the recent 
reorganization, and that an undesirable rivalry developed 
between the Institutes because of the competitive rating 
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process used to approve initiatives and set priorities for 
base programs. This rating process is still being used 
under the new organizational structure. 

Information furnished us indicated that more than a 
small amount of the research was not of the highest priority 
and that some NBS efforts were duplicated. An NBS official 
said that the reorganization would lessen the likelihood 
of duplication. 

Within the past year NBS has identified and eliminated 
some obsolete work. In its report assessing national 
laboratories, OTA points out that other agency work has not 
always been detrimental to NBS in-house research and may 
have helped eliminate obsolete or inappropriate activities. 
We believe that NBS should have taken corrective action 
sooner since over the past few years it received only limited 
funds for initiatives-- in fiscal year 1977 no funds were re- 
ceived for initiatives. 

OBSERVATIONS 

OMB has not allowed NBS to use its appropriations to 
perform work which is another Federal agency's responsibil- 
ity under OMB's lead agency concept, even though the work is 
mandated by specific legislation or can be performed under 
the NBS organic act. The Congress is aware of this problem 
and has taken some actions on it. 

Apparently, NBS has recognized that some of it's 
research is not of the highest priority even though NBS 
has not identified the Nation's highest priority needs. 
Although some reprograming had taken place in the past, 
major reprograming of NBS research is planned for fiscal 
years 1979 and 1980. The NBS Statutory Visiting Committee's 
1978 report to the Secretary of Commerce (see app. XV) 
states that NBS plans "to reduce or terminate a wide range 
of existing projects in order to accommodate higher priority 
budget increases." In view of these actions, and the estab- 
lishment of a central Planning Office in fiscal year 1979 
(see p. 151, which is to be responsible for identifying 
important research areas, we believe that NBS should be 
given a reasonable time to implement these actions before 
evaluating their effectiveness. 
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CHAPTER 3 

PROGRAM PLANNING 

In the past, NBS planning activity was closely keyed 
to preparing the annual budget. No sustained effort existed 
to provide an overall conceptual framework that either re- 
lated NBS many programs to each other and to its major mis- 
sion or related that mission to economic development--the 
principal objective of Commerce. NBS has had an interest 
in developing long-range planning and analysis, but the 
complexity of doing this has discouraged such efforts. 

IMPEDIMENTS TO LONG-RANGE PLANNING 

Because its statutory mission is broad and multifaceted, 
and NBS serves many user groups in different ways, no single 
method has been developed to measure the social or economic 
impact or effectiveness of NBS efforts. NBS research bene- 
fits are difficult to measure because they affect many parts 
of society and the economy. Also, in recent years rational 
internal priority setting has been hampered by the Congress 
assigning various new tasks to NBS. For example, between 
1965 and 1975 NBS acquired responsibilities under 13 public 
laws although, in most instances, 
mission agency. 

NBS was not the primary 
Although these assignments were related to 

the NBS mission, the political urgency associated with them 
overrode more objective bases for setting priorities. 
Further, Commerce has not been consistent as to what the NBS 
role should be. All of these have had an adverse impact on 
NBS developing long-range planning and analysis. 

OTA's March 1978 report states that even the mandates 
that seem to be well suited to NBS capabilities and mission 
pose problems: 

'* * * deriving primarily from the fact 
that they are externally imposed, without 
consideration of NBS internally-defined 
priorities and without sufficient resources 
to cover their costs. The allocation of 
tasks and the allocation of resources (funds 
and personnel slots) seem to proceed along 
different tracks, with different sets of 
actors, different priorities, and few inter- 
relationships between them. The new tasks 
are often burdensome because NBS is unable 
to carry them out without sacrificing part of 
its existing program. * * * Many would argue 
that Congress should define the role for 
NBS, and that reordering of priorities is 
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called for, if all programs cannot be met. 
This would not be denied, even by the Bureau. 
The difficulty is that NBS also has a charge 
to maintain its competences so that future 
needs of the Nation, as expressed by Con- 
gressional directives, can be met. Perhaps 
a more cooperative approach in developing 
Congressional program initiatives might help 
the Bureau acquire resources commensurate 
with the scale of its new assignments and 
still maintain its level of expertise for 
future work." 

ESTABLISHING LONG-RANGE PLANNING 

According to an NBS official, OMB felt that no con- 
sistency existed in the work NBS had been proposing in 
its budget requests. An OMB official said that NBS had 
an "amalgam" of projects and OMB did not believe that all 
the projects were related. OMB directed NBS to: 

--More systematically identify and analyze the 
needs of the scientific, government, and indus- 
try users of NBS services. 

--Set priorities for NBS programs considering (1) 
expected economic benefits arising from filling user 
needs and (2) other appropriate criteria. 

--Design a long-range program plan. 

OMB included about $850,000 in NBS fiscal year 1979 budget 
to carry out these activities. 

Responding to the OMB directive, NBS established a 
central Planning Office on October 1, 1978. At the time 
of our review, the office's functions had not been formally 
identified; however, NBS envisions that it will provide ad- 
vice and leadership to NBS planning and be "impact oriented." 
The Planning Office is responsible for identifying and 
quantifying the research which NBS should be doing. Accord- 
ing to NBS documents (see app. XXI), the Planning Office 
will: 

--Forecast world and national trends that may affect 
NBS. 

--Assess social trends and public attitudes that may 
affect NBS. 
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--Develop a plan for analyzing technologies and serv- 
ices needed to meet the requirements of the com- 
petitive market structure. 

--Perform economic and benefit analyses of tech- 
nologies, services, or trends which affect NBS. 

NBS expects to contract out most of the analyses 
identifying social and economic benefits and impacts. The 
fiscal year 1979 budget justifications show that, overall, 
about 70 percent ($597,000) of the $850,000 budgeted for 
the Planning Office will be for contract services. 

Each year, an NBS scientific staff of four, to be 
selected on a rotational basis from the Laboratories/ 
Institute, will assist a Planning Office staff of six. 
These rotating staff members will carry the Planning Of- 
fice ideas back to the Laboratories/Institute to help in- 
sure that their long-range plans agree with Planning Office 
thinking. 

LABORATORIES/INSTITUTE LONG-RANGE PLANNING 

For the first time, NBS has directed its major 
operating units-- the two Laboratories and the Institute-- 
to develop 5-year (long-range) plans. The Institute has 
already developed an ad hoc long-range plan (March 1978) 
due to a congressional mandate. At the time of our review, 
the Laboratories were developing their long-range plans. 
These plans are not related to OMB’s requirement that NBS 
design a long-range program plan. 

The Laboratories and the Institute have a planning 
office responsible for developing Laboratory/Institute-wide 
plans. Although NBS has no written planning procedures and 
Commerce has not provided planning criteria, the Labora- 
tories were developing long-range plans. 

Each center in the Laboratories will develop a long- 
range plan for the programs it has or wants to start. 
Within each center, division chiefs will develop plans 
which will constitute the center’s plan. The Laboratories’ 
planning offices will synthesize the plans into one plan 
for each Laboratory. The first long-range plans, which 
will cover fiscal years 1979-83, were scheduled to be sub- 
mitted to the NBS Director by December 15, 1978. 



IMPACT OF PLANNING OFFICE EFFORTS ON 
LABORATORIES/INSTITUTE LONG-RANGE PLANS AND 
PROPOSED MAJOR REPROGRAMING 

The central Planning Office will identify areas that it 
believes NBS should be researching. The office will consider 
social trends, public attitudes, and national and interna- 
tional trends which may significantly affect NBS. 

The Office will not complete identifying research areas 
until October 1979. Accordingly, the long-range plans that 
the Laboratories/Institute will have developed may have to 
be changed after the Planning Office completes its analysis. 
An NBS official said that the Laboratories/Institute plans 
are based on the assumption that NBS will continue to do 
generally that research which it is now doing. 

An NBS official said that the major reprograming ef- 
fort planned for the next 2 fiscal years will tie in well 
with the Planning Office efforts because the new research 
addressed by the reprograming is the kind of work NBS 
anticipates doing in the future--electronics and materials 
(corrosion) research, which were chosen because of con- 
gressional interest. 

OBSERVATIONS 

NBS has not previously had long-range planning on an 
NBS-wide basis and, at the time of our review, it was not 
always performing the highest priority research. Actions 
taken to strengthen the planning function and to perform 
more high priority research included (1) establishing a 
Planning Office on October 1, 1978, and (2) a proposal to 
the Secretary of Commerce for a major reprograming of on- 
going research. These efforts must be implemented before 
an evaluation can be made. 
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CHAPTER 4 

BUDGETING AND ACCOUNTING PROCEDURES 

NBS budget development and submission was adequate. At 
the request of the House and Senate Appropriations Committees, 
a percent of the NBS appropriation will no longer be set aside 
as part of the Secretary's Reserve. Using a working capital 
fund has provided NBS an operating flexibility and a viable 
accounting for its receipts and disbursements. However, im- 
provements appear to be needed in applying the NBS complex, 
three-tiered overhead costs to projects which NBS planned to 
review. NBS has had problems reconciling its storeroom in- 
ventories but has taken action which, if properly implemented, 
could alleviate most of the problems. 

BUDGETING FOR FUNDS 

In developing its fiscal year 1980 appropriation request, 
NBS scientific and administrative staffs proposed initiatives 
to their respective Laboratories/Institute. The initiatives 
selected by the Laboratories/Institute were sent to the Pro- 
gram Office for review of the proposals for problem signifi- 
cance, match to NBS mission, quality of work plan, enhance- 
ment of the role and capability of NBS, demand intensity, 
and delivery mechanism. 

The Budget Office, also in the Office of the Associate 
Director for Programs, Budget, and Finance, reviewed the 
initiative proposals for reasonableness of accompanying cost 
estimates, particularly those that were capital-intensive 
or were connected with NBS administrative programs. 

After the Program and Budget Offices completed their 
reviews of the initiatives, the Associate Director for Pro- 
grams, Budget, and Finance informed the Director, NBS, of 
those that appeared to meet NBS criteria. The initiatives 
were reviewed and priorities set by the Director and Execu- 
tive Board since more were proposed than could be included 
in the budget request. The initiatives were then sent to 
Commerce's Assistant Secretary for Science and Technology 
for his decision as to which initiatives should be 
included in the budget. The Budget Office made a detailed 
cost estimate of those selected. 

The Budget Office (1) computed the adjustments to the 
base programs for increased costs, such as for pay, travel, 
and utilities, (2) estimated and allocated the percent 
of projected bureau overhead applicable to proposed line 
items, and (3) computed an "inflation factor" on equipment 
purchases for the estimated difference between accumulated 
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depreciation charges and replacement costs. The office also 
converted the scientifically worded narrative justifications 
into lay terms for initiatives and base programs. The re- 
vised text was reviewed by the Program Office, Laboratories/ 
Institute Directors, and the NBS Director. 

Personnel from the office of Commerce's Assistant Sec- 
retary for Administration reviewed the initiatives and base 
program adjustments included in the NBS proposed fiscal year 
1980 budget justifications and made recommendations to that 
Assistant Secretary. The Assistant Secretary for Science 
and Technology could appeal the proposed changes to the 
Assistant Secretary for Administration and the Secretary of 
Commerce. 

The NBS proposals would have been adjusted to 
recognize the effects of OMB's allowance for the overall 
Commerce budget. 

Use of Reserve funds questioned 

In January 1978, the Surveys and Investigations Staff 
of the House Appropriations Committee reported that for 
fiscal years 1972-78, some funds appropriated for NBS pro- 
grams were not available for intended purposes; the operat- 
ing appropriations of Commerce's constituent agencies, in- 
cluding NBS, were assessed about 1 percent each of those 
years to fund the Secretary of Commerce's Reserve. The Sur- 
veys and Investigations Staff concluded that the Reserve 
moneys were used on some projects not meeting the Commerce 
criteria for Reserve-funded projects; that is, the projects 
(1) were not necessarily of an emergency nature, (2) aug- 
mented certain existing programs with funds from various 
programs without congressional approval, or (3) were used 
to initiate some programs before the requested notification 
to the House and Senate Appropriations Committees. 

The money assessed for the Secretary's Reserve was not 
to be spent without the Secretary's prior approval; however, 
any money not designated for projects by the fourth quarter 
of the fiscal year was released to the Commerce constituent 
organizations to be spent on their regular programs. 

As a result of the report, the House and Senate Appro- 
priations Committees recommended appropriating $2 million 
for fiscal year 1979 to the Secretary's special intiatives 
fund, so that the Secretary need not fund the Reserve by 
assessing the operating funds of Commerce's constituent 
agencies. The committees recommended correspondingly re- 
ducing the funds requested for those agencies, including 
$300,000 on NBS funds. 
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The Surveys and Investigations Staff also reviewed the 
use of the NBS Director’s Reserve which was funded by assess- 
ing about 1 percent of the NBS appropriation, unobligated 
carryover, and unused balances from the Secretary’s Reserve. 
The staff concluded that the Reserve’s objective appeared to 
be to seek new programs that would perpetuate NBS existence 
rather than meet unanticipated demands. In fiscal years 1976, 
1977, and 1978, about $940,000, $1,374,000, and $1,600,000, 
respectively, were allocated to-various NBS projects from the 
Director’s Reserve. The House and Senate Appropriations 
Committees took no action on this Reserve. 

ACCOUNTING FOR FUNDS--THE 
WORKING CAPITAL FUND 

Most funds received and expenses paid by NBS are handled 
through the working capital fund. 

During fiscal year 1950, NBS decided that fiscal control 
of its programs would be improved by developing new fiscal 
management, cost determination, and reporting methods for each 
project undertaken. A team from the General Accounting Office 
and the Office of the Secretary of Commerce and the NBS staff 
members studied the problems and concluded that a wholly 
reimbursable revolving fund, together with an integrated 
industrial-type cost accounting system would provide a mech- 
anism for effectively managing NBS operations. 

The working capital fund was established for financing 
NBS operations beginning July 1, 1950. The Comptroller 
General approved the design of the NBS accounting system in 
February 1953. Initial capitalization consisted of an ap- 
propriation of up to $3 million and NBS receivables, in- 
ventories, and other assets, including the value of build- 
ings, lands, and other facilities. 

The fund assumed the outstanding liabilities. To 
provide needed operating capital, additional sums have 
been appropriated over the years. As of September 30, 1978, 
the working capital fund was capitalized at $167.7 million, 
consisting of $24.8 million from appropriated funds and 
$142.9 million from donated capital, including land, build- 
ings, and other facilities. 

In fiscal year 1978,’ the working capital fund included 
the National Technical Information Service (excluded as of 
October 1, 1978) and the National Telecommunications and In- 
formation Administration accounts. Accordingly, the amounts 
cited also include these organizations’ assets and liabili- 
ties. 
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Funding sources for the working capital fund include: 

--Direct appropriations. 

--Advances and reimbursements from other Government 
agencies and from nongovernment organizations. 

--Gifts and bequests. 

Charges to users may be made on the basis of actual costs or 
on a fixed price basis. Work of a nonroutine nature, either 
for NBS or for others, is charged at actual cost. Repetitive 
tests and calibrations are charged on the basis of predeter- 
mined fees. 

Each distinct job NBS undertakes, either for others or 
itself or for overhead purposes, is identified by a cost 
center lJ for accumulating costs and for program management. 
Each cost center is assigned to an organizational unit and 
is identified with a specific source of financing. 

All direct costs incurred in performing a job are re- 
corded in a designated cost center. Direct costs include 
such items as salaries, including fringe benefits, travel, 
materials, supplies, contractual services, and certain equip- 
ment. The charge to cost centers for salaries include, in 
addition to the employee's actual hourly rate of compensation, 
a factor for leave the employee earned while working on that 
job. Since an employee will often work on more than one job 
during a given period, charging for leave on an accrual basis 
provides an equitable solution. As of September 30, 1978, 
about $7.5 million was estimated to be leave payable and 
funds had been accumulated for $6.4 million of iti 

Costs such as general administration, program direction, 
staff services, housekeeping services, utilities, and grounds 
and buildings maintenance are distributed as overhead charges 
on a predetermined basis. (See pp. 24 to 27.) 

Each year, the Office of the Comptroller estimates the 
amount of working capital fund cash that will be available 
to acquire and hold the following assets. When an asset is 
used, the working capital fund is reimbursed by the benefit- 
ing cost center through charges for depreciation. 

A/Cost centers are not organizational units but are the 
lowest levels for accumulating cost data for account- 
ing purposes. 
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1. General purpose equipment. Equipment (scientific 
and other) having general utility, costing $300 or more, and 
having a long enough projected useful life for the cost to 
be recovered through depreciation charges to the benefiting 
cost centers. Equipment costing less than $300 and special 
equipment (equipment generally usable only on a special or 
single project) are charged in full to the job when the 
equipment is acquired. 

2. Standard reference materials. Materials certified 
as to physical characteristics or composition whose produc- 
tion costs are financed by the fund. The materials are kept 
under inventory control until they are sold and the fund is 
reimbursed. The book inventory value of finished standard 
reference materials was about $4.3 million at September 30, 
1978. 

3. Supplies. Thousands of different electrical, 
electronic, chemical, hardware supplies and materials, and 
office supply items. The items are purchased with working 
capital funds and carried as assets of the fund until used 
and charged to a requisitioning project. At September 30, 
1978, the book value of this inventory was about $0.8 mil- 
lion. 

Buildings are not acquired as investments of the 
working capital fund. They are acquired through the appro- 
priation process and were not subject to depreciation until 
fiscal year 1979. NBS land and buildings were valued at 
about $123 million at September 30, 1978. 

Reimbursements to the working capital fund in excess 
of costs are recorded as earned net income, or profits, and 
are deposited into the U.S. Treasury. Profits cannot be re- 
tained in the working capital fund under present authority 
except that they may be used first to restore any prior year 
losses. Profits or losses arise principally from charging 
fixed prices for certain services, and from over or under 
application of overhead rates. The working capital fund had 
a loss of $317,151 and a gain of $1,120,133 for fiscal years 
1977 and 1978, respectively, and a cumulative loss of $6,861 
through September 30, 1978. 

The working capital fund gives NBS desirable fiscal op- 
erating flexibility. ' 

OVERHEAD 

NBS three overhead levels--bureau, Laboratories/ 
Institute, and center --may be causing an inequitable distri- 
bution of overhead costs to projects. Fiscal year 1978 
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overhead costs were about $46.1 million, or 35 percent, of 
total funds available to NBS. 

Bureau overhead is applied on a predetermined percent 
to all labor costs including Laboratories/Institute and center 
overhead labor and the individual scientific/technical proj- 
ects. Laboratories/Institute overhead is applied to the re- 
spective centers' overhead and project labor. Center over- 
head is applied to all scientific/technical project labor 
costs within the center. 

Each overhead level must estimate the total labor cost 
over which its overhead will be distributed and its overhead 
costs in order to arrive at a predetermined percentage to be 
charged to the cost centers bi-weekly. The percentages may 
be adjusted for proposed changes and variations in actual 
costs from prior estimates. 

Bureau overhead 

The bureau overhead rate during fiscal year 1978 was 
47.5 percent compared to 39 percent in early fiscal year 
1973 .- Appendix XIII lists the bureau overhead rates for 
fiscal years 1973-78 and includes NBS explanation for the 
changes. 

Bureau overhead costs include the following: 

--Salaries and other operating costs of the Office of 
the Director; Office of the Associate Director for 
Programs, Budget, and Finance; and most of the adminis- 
trative and support functions under the Office of the 
Director of Administrative and Information Systems, 
including computer systems design and the Boulder ad- 
ministrative offices. 

--All NBS utilities. 

--NBS plant maintenance. 

--Library operations. 

--General editorial and printing costs for NBS pub- 
lications. 

Laboratories/Institute overhead 

At September 30, 1978, the following rates were charged: 
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Percent 

National Engineering Laboratory 
National Measurement Laboratory 
Institute for Computer Sciences and 

Technology 

4.5 
6.0 

17.0 

The labor bases of the Laboratories were nine times larger 
than that of the Institute; this contributed to the higher 
Institute overhead rate. 

Examples of costs chargeable to Laboratories/ 
Institute overhead cost centers follow: 

--Laboratories/Institute office staff salaries and per- 
sonnel benefits and other expenses essential to office 
operations--supplies, materials, travel, etc. 

--Salaries and personnel benefits of other employees 
detailed temporarily to Laboratories/Institute office 
tasks. 

--Special in-house or contract Laboratories/Institute- 
wide program studies. 

--Special other expenses, such as pooled general use 
equipment assigned to the Laboratories/Institute and 
used by all the centers or divisions within the 
Laboratories/Institute. 

--Selected training costs of employees attending broad 
program training at the request of the Laboratories/ 
Institute directors. 

--Moving or reorganization costs resulting from the 
move of several offices ordered by the Laboratories/ 
Institute directors to consolidate operations, to pro- 
vide space for new programs, or to improve overall 
Laboratories/Institute efficiency. 

Center overhead 

The centers’ overhead rates at September 30, 1978, 
varied significantly-- from 23.7 percent to 48 percent. 
This wide range can be partly attributed to (1) the various 
sizes of the centers’ labor bases and (2) the NBS Adminis- 
trative Manual which permits center administrators consider- 
able flexibility in determining what may be charged to over- 
head. 
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Center overhead costs can include the following: 

--Center and division administration which cannot be 
readily identified with a cost center or group of 
project cost centers. 

--Other center expenses, such as stationery supplies, 
equipment use charges, and depreciation on equipment 
assigned a center and its divisions. 

--Salary and travel costs for attending meetings not 
directly related to individual cost centers. 

Depreciation (and the equipment use charge on fully 
depreciated equipment still in use) is charged to center 
overhead for all equipment assigned to a center and its 
divisions and is distributed as part of the overhead applied 
to direct labor. Distributing depreciation charges on the 
basis of direct labor costs could cause an inequitable dis- 
tribution of center overhead costs. For example, if two 
projects within a center have equal labor costs, they will 
be ch-arged the same amounts for depreciation expense regard- 
less of the amount of general purpose equipment being used 
on their projects. An NBS official told us that NBS planned 
to review the equity of the three-tier overhead rate system 
beginning in December 1978. 

PROBLEMS WITH SUPPLY 
INVENTORY RECONCILIATIONS 

In fiscal year 1978, seven Gaithersburg cost centers 
were responsible for electronics, noncapital equipment, 
cryogenics gases, metals, garage (gasoline and parts), and 
two general supplies inventories. NBS improved its store- 
room inventory recordkeeping in 1978, but the effect of its 
actions will not be known until August or September 1979 
because the changes made to improve the reporting system and 
reconciliations were in effect for only part of fiscal year 
1978. 

According to an NBS official, NBS made the changes after 
it had to decrease the book inventory values about $67,500 
in fiscal year 1977 to agree with the physical count for all 
cost centers, except the garage, because its adjusting en- 
try could not be agreed on. The reasons for the difference 
were unknown and the amount of adjustment needed was not cer- 
tain due to (1) an inadequate reporting system, (2) lack of 
regular reconciliations of records to counteract the report- 
ing system's deficiencies, and (3) uncertainties over whether 
the recording of transactions was cut off on the same dates 
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the physical inventories were taken. The August 1978 physi- 
cal inventories for five of the seven cost centers resulted 
in increasing the book inventories about $9,800 to agree 
with the physical count. The cryogenics gases and garage 
inventory adjustments had not been agreed upon as of the end 
of fiscal year 1978. 

According to officials, the differences in physical and 
book inventory values under the old system could have been 
due to one or more of the following causes: 

--The computerized recordkeeping system was not pro- 
gramed to provide a printout of the issues by 
quantity. Thus, storeroom personnel could not 
readily pinpoint errors when reconciling the inven- 
tory records with the accounting records. 

--Recording storeroom receipts of goods at actual cost 
in the accounting records and on a moving average 
cost each time a particular item was received in the 
storeroom records could provide some inventory cost 
differences. 

--Loss due to issuance, such as a loss from cutting a 
piece of metal from a longer piece. 

--Undetected theft. 

We believe NBS should continue implementing its plans 
to bring inventories under adequate control so that discrepan- 
cies can be pinpointed and adjustments for unexplained dif- 
ferences in book and physical inventory values can be mini- 
mized. 

OBSERVATIONS 

In providing accounting services for the National 
Telecommunications and Information Administration, NBS 
accounts have been improperly commingled with those of the 
agency. 

Because of (1) the recent major NBS reorganization 
(April 1978), (2) the numerous requirements contained in 
legislation passed since 1965 affecting NBS, and (3) func- 
tional changes, including.data processing applications, the 
NBS accounting system should be resubmitted to GAO for 
approval. 

Improvements appear necessary in applying the NBS 
complex three-tiered overhead costs to projects. 
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CHAPTER 5 

EQUIPMENT ACQUISITION AND MANAGEMENT 

NBS officials and employees have expressed some concern 
about the shortage of modern (state-of-the-art) laboratory 
equipment. Sometimes the lack of such equipment has resulted 
in redirecting research, reducing researchers' morale and 
willingness to undertake new areas of research, and delaying 
the work. 

As of September 30, 1978, the NBS equipment inven- 
tory was valued at about $91.4 million (at cost). 

Quantifying the alleged shortage of state-of-the-art 
laboratory equipment is difficult for two reasons. First, 
criteria has not been developed to establish what consti- 
tutes adequate equipment , particularly for a laboratory 
such as NBS, which performs extremely diverse work. Second, 
no policy statement has been made, by NBS or others, as to 
whether all laboratories at NBS should perform research 
at the state-of-the-art level. If such research is to be 
performed, laboratory equipment should also be at that 
level. NBS employees were reluctant or unable to furnish 
information on what effect the lack of state-of-the-art 
equipment is having. The general opinion was that with such 
equipment the work could be done faster and more-accurately. 

NBS employees pointed out that sometimes a lack of 
such equipment in basic research has resulted in redirecting 
efforts. Since the output of basic research is not known 
beforehand, it is difficult to determine the effect of not 
doing the research other than the failure to follow up on 
ideas. In applied research, lack of state-of-the-art equip- 
ment generally results in delaying work since the direction 
of research is predetermined by the requestor. Some of the 
needed equipment would be used to do things already being 
done but in a quicker, more efficient, and more accurate 
manner. 

Division chiefs and center directors we interviewed 
suggested other effects of laboratory equipment shortages. 
These included a lower morale among researchers and reduced 
willingness to undertake new research because of the ex- 
pectation that adequate equipment would not be available. 
These effects could not be documented. 
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In April 1978 the National Measurement Laboratory sent 
a questionnaire to its division chiefs to determine the 
status of scientific instrumentation in the Laboratory. In 
their responses, the division chiefs indicated that for all 
the individual laboratories within the Laboratory to be 
brought up to the state-of-the-art level, approximately 
$116 million in new equipment would be required over a 
5-year period. 

FUNDING, REQUESTING, AND ACQUIRING 
GENERAL PURPOSE AND SPECIAL EQUIPMENT 

Fundiny 

Equipment acquisition is funded by: 

--Allocating depreciation charges accumulated in 
the NBS working capital fund. The depreciation 
charges are paid by the using organization to the 
fund based on the cost and estimated life of equip- 
ment purchased with funds from the working capital 
fund (including funds appropriated to compensate 
for inflation). 

--Using directly appropriated funds for purchasing 
equipment. 

--Allocating funds directly appropriated for the 
NBS equipment modernization program. (See pp. 
33 and 34.) 

--Using other agency funds transferred to NBS to 
support other agency-requested research and develop- 
ment projects. Title for such equipment can be 
with NBS or the other agency. 

In addition, equipment can be acquired by available work- 
ing capital fund cash, gift, surplus from other agencies, 
construction, rentals, or lease-purchase. 

The primary funding source for general purpose equip- 
ment is the NBS working capital fund which is supplemented 
by the equipment modernization fund provided through direct 
appropriation. The equipment modernization fund is sched- 
uled for termination in fiscal year 1981. In fiscal years 
1977 and 1978, $5,628,000 and $6,338,000, respectively, 
were allocated for general purpose equipment, of which 
$2,085,000, for each of the years, was from the equipment 
modernization fund. 



Requesting equipment 

Requests for scientific equipment are initiated by the 
researchers needing the equipment. Annually, NBS divi- 
sion chiefs set priorities for the equipment needed in their 
divisions, including a justification and an estimated cost 
for each piece of equipment. The priority lists are sub- 
mitted, through center and Laboratories/Institute Directors 
who consolidate and set new priorities for the equipment on 
the basis of needs, to the Program Office. Using a formula, 
the office allocates available funds from the working capital 
fund and the equipment modernization fund to the Laboratories/ 
Institute. The formula considers the amount of base program- 
ing in a unit and the relative priority of programs. 

Except for equipment requests for new initiatives, NBS 
does not identify which pieces of equipment will be funded 
or the cost when establishing the budget request for moderni- 
zation and replacement money for general purpose equipment. 
After estimates are established on the moneys available 
from the working capital fund depreciation charges, and the 
equipment modernization fund, NBS officials select the equip- 
ment to be purchased from priority lists submitted by the 
Laboratories/Institute. The amount of money available from 
these sources dictates what equipment is to be purchased, 
which may or may not be the highest priority equipment. For 
example, equipment may be purchased as a result of decisions 
to continue or conclude a lower priority project or to build 
scientific competency in selected areas. 

In fiscal year 1978, for the first time, NBS computed 
an inflation factor to apply to depreciation charges and 
included it in its budget request; a lump sum appropriation 
was recommended by the House and Senate Appropriations Com- 
mittees. NBS has not computed an inflation factor for the 
$15 million equipment modernization fund requests. We were 
told that NBS did not consider it politically prudent to 
request an inflation factor adjustment for this fund. 
Although the methodology had been approved by Commerce, NBS 
has not validated the index used in computing the inflation 
factor to see if it really matches the inflation encountered 
in equipment purchases. 

A comparison of amounts requested by the Laboratories/ 
Institute and amounts allocated for general purpose equip- 
ment by the Executive Board for fiscal years 1964-78 follows. 
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Fiscal 
year 

1964 $ 6,847 $2,472 36 
1965 3,336 2,381 71 
1966 4,297 2,510 58 
1967 3,568 2,100 59 
1968 4,404 1,975 45 
1969 3,477 1,480 43 
1970 3,062 1,600 52 
1971 4,637 2,028 44 
1972 3,472 1,864 54 
1973 6,862 1,700 25 
1974 6,610 3,302 50 
1975 9,601 4,304 45 
1976 9,387 4,685 50 
1977 11,474 5,628 49 
1978 15,305 6,338 41 

According to division chiefs and center directors, 

Amount Amount 
requested allocated 

(thousands) 

Percent 
allocated 

several methods are used in attempting to acquire labora- 
tory equipment outside of the general purpose equipment 
allocation. 

1. Leasing equipment. Payment is made from operat- 
ing funds instead of from general purpose equip- 
ment allocation. This results in a trade-off 
between personnel and equipment funding. 

2. Trading unused equipment for equipment needed. 
NBS researchers often retain unused equipment 
rather than excessing it in hopes that the unused 
items may be traded. 

3. Borrowing equipment from other NBS researchers on 
the same staff or division at NBS. While the divi- 
sion chiefs are aware of the equipment inventory 
listing maintained by the NBS property management 
office, they make little use of it and normally 
borrow equipment only within their own division 
where they and their staffs know what equipment is 
available and what condition it is in. The divi- 
sion chiefs told us that, generally, they do not 
borrow equipment from other divisions because (1) 
of the physical distances involved, (2) of their 
need for equipment suitable for the work being 
done, and (3) the inventory listing does not in- 
clude the equipment's condition. 
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In our opinion, the reasons given do not justify 
the decision to not borrow equipment from the other 
divisions, and top management should issue policy 
instructions to encourage borrowing equipment both 
within and between divisions. 

4. Using large specialized pieces of equipment avail- 
able at other Government and university laboratories 
in the Washington area. Most of these laboratories 
allow NBS scientists to use equipment not available 
at NBS if they will not tie the equipment up for 
long periods. 

In addition, divisions will sometimes jointly purchase 
equipment from general purpose equipment funds, trade "other 
objects" funds from one division for equipment funds from 
another division, or include the cost of small equipment 
in requests for higher priority equipment. 

EQUIPMENT MODERNIZATION PROGRAM 

In August 1971, NBS issued a study entitled "Equipment 
Needs of National Bureau of Standards." This study con- 
cluded that much of NBS equipment was obsolete or inadequate, 
and proposed a 5-year plan for state-of-the-art equipment 
acquisition. The plan called for a total investment of 
approximately $40 million. The necessary funds would be 
obtained from a $15 million increase in the plant and fa- 
cilities appropriation over the S-year period, a $15 million 
appropriation to the working capital fund for equipment 
purchases over the 5-year period, and $10 million.derived 
from user depreciation charges paid to the working capital 
fund. This would have resulted in an equipment modernization 
program of about $8 million a year over a 5-year period. 

Funds for the equipment modernization program did not 
become available until fiscal year 1974. Of the $40 million 
recommended, $24.2 million had been made available through 
fiscal year 1978 from: 

Source Amount 

(millions) 

Depreciation charges, 
Equipment modernization appropriations 
Investment of available working capital 

$13.3 
9.5 

fund cash 1.0 
Appropriations to offset inflation factor 0.4 
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NBS has not requested any appropriated funds for the planned 
$3 million annual increase in the plant and facilities ap- 
propriation ($15 million over the S-year plan). 

In November 1978, NBS began planning a study to deter- 
mine whether or not a strong case could be made for extend- 
ing the modernization program beyond fiscal year 1981. A 
report on the study was scheduled for January 1979. 

EQUIPMENT CONTROL 

Generally, NBS procedures are adequate to maintain phy- 
sical control of equipment valued at about $91.4 million (at 
cost). Regarding minicomputers, these controls were bypassed 
making it difficult to confirm how many minicomputers NBS 
owned. The breakdown occurred because of (1) a decision to 
withhold entry of minicomputers purchased under a large order 
into the inventory system until all those included in the 
order were received and (2) the researchers’ option to 
classify minicomputers as either automatic data processing 
equipment or scientific equipment. NBS employees estimated 
that there could be 100 to 120 minicomputers (valued between 
$4 million to $6 million) but could identify only 63 in the 
inventory listing. (This matter will be discussed more fully 
in our soon to be issued report “National Bureau of Standards 
Needs Better Management of Its Computer Resources to Improve 
Program Effectiveness,” CED-79-39.) 

Accounting personnel do not participate in taking the 
physical inventory of equipment as required by Commerce 
property management regulations and as recommended in a 
1975 Commerce internal audit report. Responding to the re- 
port, NBS stated that the Accounting Division was now 
participating in such inventories. At the time of our re- 
view, however, this was not being done. 

NEED FOR BETTER USE OF PROPERTY 

NBS has not established a formal method to monitor 
the use of laboratory equipment. Therefore, NBS has been 
unable to ensure that unused equipment is excessed. 

Divisions are encouraged to establish equipment pools 
at the division level as a convenience to the staff and a 
method for increasing equ’ipment use. Equipment pooling is 
used at the NBS Boulder facilities, but not at Gaithersburg. 
Procedures have been developed to loan equipment between 
laboratories on a NBS-wide basis; however, this has usually 
been limited to laboratories within a division. NBS person- 
nel interviewed at Gaithersburg did not favor either pooling 
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or loaning equipment because of perceived problems with 
maintenance, calibration, and equipment availability. We 
believe that pooling and loaning of equipment could reduce, 
to some extent, the effect of equipment shortages. 

DISCLOSURES OF EQUIPMENT 
PURCHASES COULD BE IMPROVED 

NBS disclosures to the Congress on use of the working 
capital fund to purchase equipment could be improved. In 
the past NBS has prepared and made available to the Con- 
gress lists of equipment funded with the previous year's 
equipment modernization appropriation, but has not done 
so for equipment funded by repayments to the working 
capital fund. 

In its fiscal year 1978 budget justifications, NBS 
told the House and Senate Appropriations Committees that 
it was raising its self-imposed upper limit for financing 
equipment from the working capital fund to $350,000. How- 
ever, the total funds allocated in 1978 for two self- 
financed projects exceeded that limit. 

Due to potential interruption of radio station WWB 
service if key obsolete and worn out components failed, 
the NBS Executive Board decided in March 1977 that a pro- 
posal to automate and replace the station's transmitters and 
related equipment should be funded in fiscal year 1978 by 
the working capital fund instead of requesting a fiscal year 
1979 appropriation. The proposal's total estimated cost was 
$520,000 when approved. 

Also, in 1978 NBS allocated $450,000 for a nuclear 
magnetic resonance facility. The proposal for that facility 
had been turned down by Commerce as a fiscal year 1978 budget 
initiative. While the proposal indicated that several pieces 
of equipment were involved, no cost breakdown was available. 

As a result of using this funding method, NBS (1) 
used a relatively large portion of the general equipment 
funds allocated in fiscal year 1978 for just two projects, 
(2) exceeded its self-imposed limit for capitalizing equip- 
ment, and (3) did not afford Commerce, OMB, and the Congress 
an opportunity to exercise their oversight responsibilities. 

OBSERVATIONS 

We found a general consensus that a shortage of 
modern (state-of-the-art) laboratory equipment exists at 
NBS. While the shortage could not be quantified, it was 
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apparent that the NBS scientific staff sees it as a problem. 
NBS does not have the information readily available to deter- 
mine whether its scientific equipment is meeting its needs. 
Procedures have not been established for monitoring the need 
for new equipment or the condition or use being made of 
equipment available. Without such information, it is diffi- 
cult for NBS to adequately plan or budget for needed equip- 
ment. 

NBS has not complied with the Commerce property regula- 
tions and Commerce's internal audit recommendation that 
accounting personnel participate in planning and performing 
physical inventories of equipment even though Commerce was 
informed that NBS was doing so. 

NBS has not validated the index used in computing the 
inflation factor for the $15 million equipment modernization 
fund requests. 

In funding the automation of radio station WWVB and the 
nuclear magnetic resonance facility from the working capital 
fund, NBS did not afford Commerce, OMB, and the Congress an 
opportunity to exercise their oversight responsibilities. 
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CHAPTER 6 

EMPLOYMENT OF NBS PERSONNEL AND RELATED MATTERS 

The number of NBS scientists has been about the same 
for the past 5 years. The turnover rate has declined and 
the average age of the scientists has been increasing at 
about l/2 year per year during this period. During the 
same 5 years, however, the technical staff decreased 25 
percent and had a turnover rate more than twice that of 
the scientific staff. 

In its 1977 report (see app. XVI) to the Secretary 
of Commerce, the Statutory Visiting Committee expressed 
some concern over the NBS staff's weakening morale. We 
found no evidence of serious morale problems; this is 
supported by the low (and declining) turnover rate and 
the increasing age of the NBS scientific staff. 

PERTINENT PERSONNEL STATISTICS 

'The following table shows the number of full-time 
permanent employees at June 30 for the latest 5-year period. 
(See app. VIII.) 

Employee 5-year 
classification 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 - - - - - change 

Professional 1418 1403 1404 1407 1416 -2 
Technical 381 373 346 303 286 -95 
Administrative/ 

clerical 861 877 865 823 822 -39 
Wageboard 497 493 503 527 508 +11 - - - - - 

Total 3157 3146 3118 3060 3032 -125 - - - - - ----- 
The full-time permanent staff was augmented by the em- 

ployment of part-time and intermittent/temporary employees 
as follows: 

Employee 
classification 

Professional 
Technical 
Administrative/ 

clerical 
Wageboard 

137 
32 

127 
20 

Total 316 

1974 1975 

154 
27 

127 
33 

341 E 

33 

1976 1977 1978 

144 138 128 
35 34 25 

136 162 177 
31 61 95 

346 425 C 

5-year 
change 

-9 
-7 

+50 
+75 

+109 



NBS does not convert the time worked by its part- 
time and intermittent/temporary employees to equivalent 
staff years by class of employee. Accordingly, the total 
effort expended by these employees on a staff-year basis, 
as a measure of their contribution to carrying out NBS 
projects and programs, was not available. 

As shown in the previous tables, there has not been a 
significant change in the NBS professional scientific staff. 
The major change occurred among the full-time permanent 
technical employees-- reduced by 95 in the 5-year period, 
which may cause problems for NBS. Scientists (who are 
generally paid more than technicians) are being required to 
perform work formerly done by the technicians. This results 
in increased cost and reduced time available for scientists 
to perform work of a higher scientific level. 

The turnover (separations) percent of full-time 
permanent employees has been rather low and there has been 
a net decline over the past 5 years as shown below: 

Employee 
classification 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 

Professional 
Technical 
Administrative/ 

clerical 
Wageboard 
Total staff 

6.0 7.8 4.9 5.5 4.7 
11.1 5.3 7.0 11.8 9.6 

16.3 12.5 11.5 11.7 11.4 
10.5 7.7 9.5 12.4 7.8 
10.2 8.8 7.7 9.0 7.5 

NBS staffing ceilings are set by Commerce based on 
overall Commerce ceilings established by OMB. Ceilings are 
established for full-time permanent personnel and for part- 
time and temporary personnel. At the end of the fiscal year, 
NBS furnishes a report on its compliance with the estab- 
lished ceilings to Commerce and OMB. 

The NBS staffing ceilings at June 30 for the last 
5 years follow: 

Number of Change from Exempted 
employees prior year from ceiling 

Year Full-time Other Full-time Other Full-time Other 

1974 3121 366 33 109 
1975 3139 426 +18 +60 10 130 
1976 3097 412 -42 -14 25 100 
1977 3065 482 -32 +70 23 99 
1978 3121 512 +56 +30 5 111 
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INCREASING AGE OF SCIENTISTS 

The average age of the NBS scientific staff has been 
increasing at an average rate of l/2 year per year. The 
average age in 1971 was 40.7 years and in 1977 it was 43.7 
years. The change by age group between December 1971 and 
December 1977 is shown in the following table: 

Number of 
employees Percent 

Age group 1971 1977 of change 

Under 30 131 a4 -35.8 
30 - 39 473 419 -11.4 
40 - 49 486 514 + 5.8 
50 - 59 269 326 +21.1 
60 - 69 43 75 +74.4 - 

Total 1402 1418 

The increasing age is due to the low turnover of 
scientific professionals, the success NBS has had in 
recruiting senior scientists, and the lack of success 
in recruiting younger scientists with new degrees. NBS 
attributes the latter to the higher salaries commercial 
laboratories offer graduating scientists. These factors, 
coupled with the relatively stable NBS personnel ceilings, 
result in an ageing staff. 

NBS view is that the only impact of the scientists' 
increasinq age is that a large number will become eligible 
for retirement at about the same time. NBS program man- 
agers would prefer a larger turnover in order to increase 
the flow of new ideas. According to NBS officials, it 
would be difficult to show that the increasing age has 
had significant effects on productivity or innovativeness. 

EMPLOYEE MORALE 

In its 1977 annual report (see app. XVI) to the 
Secretary of Commerce, the Statutory Visiting Committee 
expressed concern over the NBS staff's weakening morale. 
The committee attributed this to: 

"a) The laissez faire.attitude and the low priority 
that the Department of Commerce has given the 
NBS. 

“b) That those at OMB responsible for NBS have non- 
technical backgrounds with little understanding 
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of the relevance of this highly scientific work 
or how it should be managed. 

"c) That new congressional assignments continue 
to be given without additional resources." 

NBS division and center directors admitted the 
possibility of low morale among the NBS scientific per- 
sonnel. These officials cited lack of equipment and 
adequate computer support, too much administrative work, 
too little flexibility, and inadequate staffing as the 
reasons for possible low morale. 

Because of the relatively low turnover rate for 
scientific personnel accompanied by an increasing average 
ageI it would appear that NBS has a stable scientific 
community. This, when coupled with the NBS reputation for 
high quality research work output, would indicate a rela- 
tively satisfied research staff. 

NBS officials believed that morale is an individual 
matter and that some scientists may have low morale for 
any reason cited or for other reasons, including personal 
problems or that research is not held in as high esteem 
as it has been in the past. The officials felt that, 
generally, morale at NBS is not low, as evidenced by the 
quality of NBS research. 

VISITING SCIENTISTS AND RESEARCH 
FELLOWS PROGRAMS 

NBS facilities are available to scientific investiga- 
tors and to qualified individuals, including students and 
graduates, to work on NBS programs or areas of interest 
to NBS. The following programs are currently in effect 
at NBS. 

1. National Research Council/National Academy 
of Sciences/National Academy of Engineering 
Postdoctoral Research Associateships. Post- 
doctoral Research Associateships are designed 
to provide the opportunity for advanced training 
for young investigators of unusual ability and 
promise through participation in NBS basic 
research programs, 

Postdoctoral Research Associateships are open 
to U.S. citizens who have completed training 
equivalent to a Ph. D. or SC. D. degree in a 
field of science of interest to NBS. Associates 
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under this program receive a temporary appoint- 
ment as a Federal employee at GS-11 (now $19,263 
per annum) or higher for a l-year period which 
may be extended to 2 years when it is determined 
that the extension will benefit both the associate 
and NBS. About 40 Postdoctoral Research Associate- 
ships are awarded each year. 

2. Foreign Trainee Program. This program is open to 
noncitizens having suitable technical or profes- 
sional qualifications and who are sponsored by 
their country or by an international organization. 
They must be cleared by the State Department. 

Such trainees are not employees of the Federal 
Government, and compensation and incidental ex- 
penses are the responsibility of the trainee 
or his sponsor. Trainees must agree to conform 
to Commerce and NBS administrative requirements. 
NBS accepts approximately 20 foreign trainees 
each year. 

3. Guest Workers. NBS facilities are available 
for limited periods of time to certain qualified 
persons to pursue individual scientific or techni- 
cal projects under conditions determined by NBS-- 
only if the objectives of their proposed work 
will sufficiently benefit NBS objectives. 

Each guest worker must sign an agreement waiving 
claim to compensation, releasing the Government 
from all liability, accepting accountability 
for loss of or damage to Government property, and 
agreeing to conform to Commerce and NBS adminis- 
trative requirements. In October 1978 there were 
98 guest workers at NBS. 

4. Research Associates. Under this program, re- 
searchers sponsored by industrial, professional, 
trade or other organizations, may use NBS facili- 
ties and special competencies, under NBS guidance 
and supervision, to conduct research of clear 
mutual interest and potential benefit to the 
industry involved, the national economy, and the 
public. 

The sponsor provides all compensation and expenses 
for research associates. Each associate signs an 
agreement outlining the work to be performed and 
agreeing to abide by all NBS policies and regula- 
tions. Usually, there are about 80 associates at 
NBS. 
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5. Visiting Fellow Program. This program of the Joint 
Institute for Laboratory Astrophysics (a joint 
NBS and University of Colorado program) is open to 
citizens and noncitizens from academia, industry, 
and government with expertise in atomic, molecular, 
laser, optical, chemical, or astrophysics dis- 
ciplines. Fellows receive a faculty appointment 
from the University of Colorado, with all faculty 
privileges, and are paid by the University with 
grant money from NBS. Appointments are for 6 months 
to 1 year. Approximately 10 fellows are selected 
each year. 

6. Cooperative Program in Physics. This program is 
for "distinguished scientists of a junior level" 
(postdoctorate). Citizens and noncitizens with a 
recent Ph. D. in fields useful to the Joint 
Institute for Laboratory Astrophysics are eligible. 

They are paid by the University of Colorado with 
contract funds furnished by the NBS Quantum Physics 
Division. Approximately six to eight co-ops are 
selected each year by the Joint Institute for 
Laboratory Astrophysics. 

7. Summer Faculty. These are positions of a scien- 
tific, professional, or analytical nature to be 
filled by bona fide faculty members of an accredited 
college or university who are qualified for the posi- 
tion. Employment is not to exceed 130 working days 
a year. Approximately 12 summer faculty members are 
appointed each year. 

8. Co-op Program. This program designed for graduate 
students is to enrich the educational process by 
providing work experience to students and to give 
agencies assistance in recruiting for long term 
needs. 

Appointments are noncompetitive with conversion to 
permanent employee upon completion of degree. Ap- 
pointments are for 30 months while completing a 
masters degree and 42 months while completing a 
Ph. D. 

This was a new program and had not yet been used by 
NBS at the time of our review. 
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TRAINING 

Training is provided to NBS personnel through classes 
given at NBS and at schools in the Washington, D.C., area 
as well as through other Federal agencies, such as Commerce, 
General Services Administration, and the Civil Service Com- 
mission. In addition to this training, longer term train- 
ing is available to scientists through periods of research 
at other laboratories either in this country or overseas. 
During the period October 1, 1977, to March 31, 1978, the 
cost of short term training for NBS Gaithersburg personnel 
was about $320,000, of which about 40 percent was for train- 
ing the scientific and engineering staff. Similar training 
is available to Boulder personnel. 

OBSERVATIONS 

The NBS scientific staff can best be characterized 
as stable with low turnover and increasing age. Problems 
may develop as a result of the decreasing number of tech- 
nicians if scientific personnel have to perform the work 
formerly done by technicians. 

The concern over the NBS staff's weakening morale, 
expressed by the Statutory Visiting Committee in its 1977 
report, did not appear to be a serious problem at the time 
of our review. 
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CHAPTER 7 

EVALUATION OF NBS EFFORTS BY OUTSIDE ORGANIZATIONS 

EVALUATION PANELS 

Since 1959 the National Research Council, under a 
contract between the National Academy of Sciences and NBS, 
has continually evaluated NBS functions and operations. In 
discharging this responsibility, the National Research Coun- 
cil selects and appoints members to a series of evaluation 
panels. Members usually serve for 3 years but never longer 
than 6 years. Generally, the names of potential panel mem- 
bers are selected from suggestions made by former or current 
panel members and from suggestions made by NBS personnel. 
The latter method has been criticized because of the partial- 
ity which could be shown to NBS. 

In fiscal year 1978, there were 6 major panels and 24 
subpanels consisting of over 290 appointees. The members 
serve without compensation but are reimbursed for travel 
expenses incurred in attending panel meetings. The April 
1978 NBS reorganization necessitated a restructuring of the 
evaluation panels-- the number of major panels was reduced 
from 6 to 3 and the subpanels from 24 to 18. As of early 
September 1978, the National Research Council had not com- 
pleted assigning panel and subpanel members for fiscal 
year 1979 and subsequent years. 

The Council, in appointing members to the panels, 
attempts to get about 50 to 55 percent of the members from 
industry and the remaining members from government and 
academia. Usually, the Council is successful in attaining 
this objective or takes action to correct an imbalance. 

Successfully evaluating the total technical effort 
of NBS depends largely on selecting capable people who 
have the expertise necessary to cover all NBS activities. 
The scientific disciplines of the members encompass almost 
all physical science fields. 

The panels and subpanels are responsible for review- 
ing and evaluating the NBS technical functions and opera- 
tions. They consider the,importance and relative priority 
of projects, quality of staff, equipment needs, finances, 
and the programs' relation to the NBS mission. They provide 
for continuing contact between the scientists and engineers 
of the academic and industrial communities and the NBS 
staff. 



Some panels examine broad technical policy and program 
areas and review and coordinate the work of a number of 
subpanels, which evaluate specific program areas assigned 
to designated NBS organizations. The other panels look 
at activities that cut across NBS organizational boundaries. 

Guidance and general oversight to the panels are pro- 
vided by the Steering Committee, comprised of the chairmen 
of the panels for each major NBS organizational unit and 
some additional members-at-large. 

Specifically, the Steering Committee reviews and 
coordinates panel efforts, identifies major problem areas 
in the technical programs, and draws attention to issues 
that are common to several organizational units. The Steer- 
ing Committee is responsible for identifying problems and 
issues that, in its opinion, should be called to the atten- 
tion of the Statutory Visiting Committee, which makes an 
annual report to the Secretary of Commerce. 

In most instances, each panel meets at least once a 
year.for a 2-day session and issues a report on its obser- 
vations. After a review by the National Research Council, 
the report is circulated to the panel members and the 
Steering Committee for their review and final issuance. 

Each panel's findings are communicated to NBS through 
meetings with the Director, NBS, and through its formal 
reports. Although NBS has taken actions on some of the 
panels' recommendations, no procedures have been estab- 
lished for the panels to follow up on the recommendations 
made in the reports. Generally, subsequent reports do not 
include comments on prior recommendations. We inquired as 
to what effect, if any, there was on the panel members 
when NBS took no action on the panel's recommendations. 
We were informed that this was not a problem to panel 
members nor did the members complain or discuss the lack 
of NBS actions. 

STATUTORY VISITING COMMITTEE 

The NBS organic act provides for the Secretary of 
Commerce to appoint a five member Statutory Visiting Com- 
mittee. The committee is required to visit NBS at least 
once a year and report to the Secretary on the efficiency 
of the NBS scientific work and the condition of its equip- 
ment. Committee members are prominent individuals from 
industry and academia. (See app. XIV.) 



Members are appointed for a 5-year period and appoint- 
ments are arranged so that one member will retire each 
year. Usually, the member who is in his last year of serv- 
ice is the committee chairman for that year. The members 
are not compensated for their services but are reimbursed 
for actual expenses incurred in attending committee meetings. 

During the committee's annual meeting, Commerce and 
NBS officials discuss NBS program highlights, budget pro- 
posals, enacted and pending legislation affecting NBS 
operations, and other matters which have or could have sig- 
nificant effects on NBS operations. The evaluation panels' 
Executive Committee reports to the Statutory Visiting Commit- 
tee on the individual panels' reviews made during the year. 
After discussing the reports, the committee conducts a 
planning session for reporting to the Secretary of Commerce. 

The committee makes an oral presentation in a meeting 
with the Secretary. The written report is in the form of 
a letter to the Secretary signed by the Chairman of the 
committee. 

The 1977 committee report pointed out that NBS had 
critical problems and was bordering on serious trouble. 
The committee was principally concerned about the 

--persistent retrenchment that had taken place 
threatening to bring NBS to a mediocrity that was 
unacceptable; 

--shocking gaps that existed in NBS ability to carry 
out its basic assignments; 

--new assignments without funding or personnel that 
had forced NBS leadership into defensive management; 

--confusing inconsistencies in the management direc- 
tion from Commerce and OMB; 

--"acting" status of the NBS Director and the 
Director of one of the then Institutes: and 

--weakening staff morale and individual concerns for 
lack of consistent direction and support. 

The committee stated that the Secretary's personal action 
and interest were needed. 

In its 1978 report, the committee informed the Secre- 
tary that recovery was underway and that (1) a positive 
attitude "pervades" NBS, (2) the NBS reorganization (April 
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1978) was beneficial and well managed, and (3) continual 
reevaluation of programs and priorities was necessary for 
good management. The committee expressed a belief "that 
a most constructive new policy environment" had emerged 
in the past year, with close understanding between top 
Commerce leadership, the White House offices, and the NBS 
Director. Copies of the committee's reports for 1976-78 
are presented in appendixes XV through XVII. 
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APPENDIX IV 

LABORATORY AND INSTITUTE GOALS 

APPENDIX IV 

National Measurement Laboratory. To provide the national 
system of physical and chemical measurement; coordinating the 
system with measurement systems of other nations and furnish- 
ing essential services leading to accurate and uniform physi- 
cal and chemical measurement throughout the Nation's scientific 
community, industry, and commerce. Conduct materials research 
leading to improved methods of measurement, standards, and 
data on the properties of materials needed by industry, com- 
merce, educational institutions, and Government; provide ad- 
visory and research services to other Government agencies; 
and develop, produce, and distribute standard reference 
materials. 

National Engineering Laboratory. To provide technical 
services to promote the development and use of technology 
and to facilitate technological innovation in industry and 
Government: to cooperate with public and private organiza- 
tions in the development of technological standards and 
test methods; and to provide technical advice and services 
to Government agencies upon request. Conduct research in 
support of the specific objectives of these activities: 
monitor NBS engineering standards activities; and provide 
liaison between NBS and national and international engineer- 
ing standards bodies. 

Institute for Computer Sciences and Technology. To develop 
and recommend uniform Federal automatic data processing 
standards; provide automatic data processing scientific and 
technological advisory services to Federal agencies; and under- 
take necessary research in computer science and technology. 
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APPENDIX V APPENDIX V 

Organization 

ADMINISTRATIVE AND SUPPORT ORGANIZATIONS 

FUNCTIONS AND FISCAL YEAR 1978 

STAFFING AND EXPENSES --- 

Number 
of staff Amount 

(thousands) 

Office of the Director: 

Determine NBS policies and direct the development 
and execution of its programs. 

Director's Office 
Office of the Legal Advisor 
Office of Congressional Affairs 
Equal Employment Opportunity Proqram 
Special Activities 
Associate Director for International Affairs 

Office of the Associate Director for Programs, 
Budget, and Finance: 

Plans, develops, and evaluates NBS-level proqrams and 
formulates and carries out policies and strategies for 
prograrwnatic, budgetary, and financial matters; serves as 
the Director's staff for NBS-level programnatic, budget 
formulation and execution, and finance matters; analyzes 
resource and program proposals and investment levels. 

Associate Director's Office 
Program Office 
Budget Office 
Offlce of the Comptroller 
Planning Office 

Office of the Director of Administrative and Information Systems: 

Directs the management of NBS-wide facilities and information 
and administrative systems including information and office 
services, procurement, NBS-wide computing, personnel, and 
management consulting services; health, safety, and security 
functions; physical plant and facilities. 

Director's Office 
Public Information Division 
Personnel Division 
management and Organization Division 
Center for Information Systems 
Computing Systems Design Division 
Library Division 
Office Management Division 
Technical Information and Publications Division 
Center for Facilities Management 
Plant Division (Gaithersburg) 
Plant Division (Boulder) 
Instrument Shops Division (Gaithersburg) 
Instrument Shops Division (Boulder) 
Facilities Services Division 
Occupational Health and Safety Division 
Boulder Executive Office 
Supply Services Division (Boulder) 

office of the Dircctar, NBS/Roulrkr Laboratories 

Responsible for monitoring execution of the Boulder programs 
of the National Measurement Laboratory and the National 
Engineering Laboratory; provides program oversight; monitors 
use of resources; administers facilities; manages support ser- 
vices; and represents the NBS Director in various matters. 

33 - $1,341 

; 
229 
237 

3 77 
1 

; 
4:; 
267 

110 ; 773 - I- 

7 
9 

:ti 
5 

925 - 

2: 
63 
12 

1 

;: 
88 
26 

18: 
81 
25 
14 

240 
25 
3Y 
51 

2 

270 
337 
756 

1,258 
152 

29,501 

151 
716 

1,431 
375 

59 
737 
830 

2,308 
1,413 

155 
9,194 
2,283 

737 
432 

5,528 
a56 

1.376 

a/l 070 -1 a/$33,699 

$/ Excludes three staff members and expenses of about $105,000 for the Computer Systems Engin- 
eering Division in the Institute for Computer Sciences and Technology. Also, the Computer 
Services Division in the Office of Administrative and Information Systems is not listed be- 
cause it had no staff and expended only about $300 during fiscal year 1978. 
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NBS FUNDING AND POSITION CEILINGS 

FISCAL YEARS 1974 THROUGH 1978 

Other 
Other reimbursable FTP 

Index Appropriations agency funding (note b) Total funds Position 
Year (note a) Current Constant Current Constant Current Constant Current Constant ceiling 

(dollars in milliOnS ) ------------ -c--B-- ------c __--------------------- 

1974 194.8 $59.8 $30.7 $37.9 $19.5 $5.4 $2.8 $103.1 g/$52.9 3121 

1975 209.7 60.6 28.9 43.2 20.6 5.8 2.8 109.6 52.3 3139 

1976 222.1 61.7 27.8 43.4 19.5 6.4 2.9 111.5 50.2 3097 

1977 245.7 68.9 28.0 48.8 19.9 6.2 2.5 123.9 50.4 3065 
& 
\D 1978 g/247.4 74.9 30.3 55.1 22.3 7.9 3.2 137.9 c/55.7 3127 

aJ Derived from statistics from the Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce. 
Implicit Price Deflator for Federal Government Employee Compensation based on 1965 dollars. 

TV/ Includes fee-supported services such as calibrations, tests, and sales of Standards Reference 
Materials for all customers, including other Federal agencies. 

c/ Subtotal may not add to total due to rounding. 
g/ Based on second quarter index--the most recent. 



NBS PROJECTS BY SELECTED KEY WORDS 

Key words 

NBS appropriations 
b Num er 
of projects staff years amounts 

Funds f;zi;:er ag;:;;ated 
Number 

of projects staff years amounts 

Total 
Number Estimated Estimated 

of projects staff. years amounts 
x" 

(thousands) (thousands) (thousands) 
c 

Communications 21 37 J 2.684 28 30 $ 2,181 49 67 $ 4.865 l-4 
H 

Computer utilization 33 66 4,523 35 28 1,826 68 94 6,349 

Consumer information 18 27 1,595 19 24 1.644 37 51 3,239 

Education 10 14 858 a 8 585 18 22 1,443 

Energy crisis a2 14% 8,966 133 257 18.349 215 405 27,315 

Environment 80 161 9,239 66 81 5,017 146 242 14,256 

Equity 8 29 1,660 7 4 401 15 33 2,061 

Health 24 57 3,481 39 47 3,202 63 104 6,683 

Housing and 
construction 57 45 2,945 83 120 8,031 140 165 10,976 

Materials 109 238 15,061 111 160 10,896 220 398 25,957 

Metrology 86 194 11,524 59 89 5,007 145 283 16.531 

National security 9 16 1,197 46 49 4,435 55 65 5,632 

Nutrition 1 1 46 1 2 100 2 3 146 

Productivity 19 42 2,303 13 13 1,074 32 55 3,377 

Reference data 5E 118 6,254 22 23 1,365 80 141 7,619 

Reference material 39 65 4,311 21 37 2,269 60 102 6.580 

Regulation 45 80 4,690 43 60 4,197 88 140 8,887 
% 

Safety 40 72 4,534 81 118 7,522 121 190 12,056 

NBS Note: Any particular project may be counted under several key words or none. The choice of key words has no official stand- 
ing with respect to a project's programmatic position. In most cases. the estimates are as of the beginning of fiscal g 
year 1978; they do not represent actual budget or expenses. The estimates apply to the total project and do not nec- 
essarily reflect the amount of effort related to the key word. 2 
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APPENDIX VIII APPENDIX VIII 

NBS PERSONNEL STATISTICS 

1974-78 

Year 
(note a) 

1974 
Professional 
Technical 
Admin/clerical 
Wageboard 

Total 
Ceiling exempt employees 

1975 
Prafessional 
Technical 
Admin/clerical 
Wageboard 

Total 
Ceiling exempt employees 

1976 
Professional 
Technical 
Admin/clerical 
Wageboard 

Total 
Ceiling exempt employees 

1977 
Professional 
Technical 
Admin/clerical 
Wageboard 

Total 
Ceiling exempt employees 

1978 
messional 
Technical 
Admin/clerical 
Wageboard 

Total 
Ceiling exempt employees 

Full-time 
permanent Prrt-time 

1418 
381 
861 
497 

1403 
373 
a77 
493 

1404 
346 
865 
503 

E 

1407 
303 
a23 
527 

g 

1416 
286 
822 
508 

42 

7: 

3 

48 

a: 

&ii 
ZEZ= 

48 

995 

7% 
- 

7; 
113 

2% = 

:i 
128 

2% = 

a/ At June 30 
g/ OTP--other than full-time permanent 

51 

Ceiling (note a) 
WlT 

Intermittent Frp -- - (note b) 

95 
27 

:: 
E 3121 

- 

106 
22 
42 

44 3139 
= 

- 

96 
26 
41 

7s 3097 = 
- 

79 
19 
49 

3065 
- 

._ 
I3 3121 - 

----!I 

366 
TFJ - 

426 
130 - 

412 
-fm - 

482 
-Fi - 

512 
iii - 

Percent of 
FTP'turnover 

1X 
16:3 
10.5 
10.2 

4.9 
7.0 

11.5 
9.5 
7.7 

5.5 
il.8 
11.7 
12.4 
9.0 

4.7 

1::: 

::i 



APPENDIX IX APPENDIX IX 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20510 

October 13;1977 

Mr. Elmer B. Staats 
Comptroller General of the United States 
General Accounting Office 
441 G Street, N. W. 
Nashington, D. C. 20548 

Dear Mr, Staats: 

The Committee-on Comnerce;.Science and Transportation is concerned 
clbout persistent reports of a decline in the scientific capabilities 
of the .National Bureau of Standards, as well as the apparent::inability 
of NBS to:respond fully to specific congressional assignments. As a 
result, the Committee anticipates holding a series of oversight 
hearings on the Bureau beginning early in 1978. The purpose of.this 
letter is to request the assistance of the General Accounting Office 
in preparing for these hearings, as well as to request more extensive 
GAO monitoring of NBS activities in the future. 

With respect to the hearings, the Comm%ee would appreciate a three- 
month GAO review of how NBS has responded to the specific assignments 
contained in the following public laws: 

1. Standard Reference Data Act (15 USC 290). 

2. Noise Control Act of 1972 (42 IJSC 4907). 

3. Fair Packaqing and Labeling Act (15 USC 1454d). 

4. Brooks Act (5 USC 630-6309-l). 

5. Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976 (P.L. 94-580 

6, Fire Prevention and Control Act of 1974 (15 USC 2201). 

7. Federal Nonnuclear Energy Research and Development Act 
(42 USC 5901). 

8. Solar Heating and Cooling Demonstration Act of 1974 (42 USC 
5501)* 
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APPENDIX IX APPENDIX IX 

9. Energy Policy and Conservation Act of 1975 (P.L. 94-163). 

10. Energy Conservation and Production Act of 1976 (P-L. 94-385). 

11. Netric Conversion Act of 1975 (P.L. 94-168). 

12. Consumer Product Safety Act of 1972 (15 USC 2056). 

13. Privacy Act of 1974 (5 USC 552a). 

Of particular interest to the Committee is the extent to which these 
assignments have been carried out, the degree to which NBS has diverted 
resources from other Bureau activities, and the effect of such diversions 
on other NBS missions. 

In the longer run, the Committee sees the need for a critical review of 
the NBS organic act and the possibility of updating this statute in light 
of NBS' evolving role as a national laboratory. GAO findings on this 
subject would provide a focus-for Committee hearings later in 1978. 

The Connnittee staff assigned to the oversight of NBS include Drs. John 
Stewart, Allan Hoffman and Steven Flajser. Once your staff has had an 
opportunity to consider.this request, itkrould-be.helpful to meet with 
the Comittee-staff-to-establish a more precise.understanding of GAO's 
role in this oversight activity. 

Your-assista.nce‘to the Committee is very much appreciated. 

Subcommittee on Science, Technology 
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APPENDIX X APPENDIX X 
FISCAL YEAR 1980 INITIATIVE REVIEW PROCESS 

PROPOSALS 
SUBMITTED TO . INFORMAL 

PROGRAM, BUDGET. - 
FINANCE IPBF! 

I 

(GAO NOTE al 

REFINED PROPOSALS 
PRESENTED TO 

EXECUTIVE BOARD, 
SENIOR STAFF, AND PBF 

I 

1 I 

ANALYZES THE 
I 

SENT TO OME 

CONGRESSIONAL 
APPROPRIATION 

&MOU MAJOR ORGANIZATIONAL UN11 

LSbT SCIENCE AKD TECHNOLOGY 

UDOC DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
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APPENDIX XI APPENDIX XI 

NBS PROGRAMS ADVERSELY AFFECTED 

BY THE LEAD AGENCY CONCEPT - 

Program 
year Program Initiatives 

1979 Environmental measurements 
for air and water 

Resource recovery program 

1978 Air pollution 

Water pollution 

Product energy conservation 

Ultraviolet radiation stand- 
ards 

Electromagnetic interference 
measurements (as related to 
exports in the automotive 
industry) 

Nuclear materials safeguards 

1977 Nuclear materials safeguards 

Water pollution 

1976 Materials performance in 
extreme environments 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Base Lead 
program agency 

X a/EPA 

EPA 

EPA 

EPA 

X b/DOE 

(cl 

Rejected 
!x 

OMB 

OMB 

Conmerce 

Commerce 

OMB 

Commerce 

Commerce 

C/NRC Commerce 

NRC Commerce 

EPA Commerce 

DOE Commerce 

~/The Environmental Protection Agency. 

I$Iepartment of Energy. 

c/Numerous agencies were cited as having responsibilities in this area 
including the National Oceanic and Atrmspheric Administration, EPA, and 
the Burem of Radiolqical Health. 

dJDepart.mnt of Transpxtation. 

e/Nuclear Regulatory Comnission. 
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ROLE OF NBS CENTRAL PLANNING OFFICE 

PLANNING 

l------1 
I COMPLETE I 
I ANALYSES - 

PROGRAMMING 

(GAO NOTE c) 

I STRATEGIC OUTWORK 
AND GUIDANCE * 

I MOU BUDGET PROPOSALS 
AND PRIORITIES 

(JAN.1 I , I 

I ANALYSIS 
WORKPLAN+ I I 

(GAO NY-( 

I - ~FOR ANALYSIS 
I 

- NYU LVIYU nnlvuE 

(APR.cAUG.1 “‘AN* I I 7: 
1-- 

4 1 
mPR.1 

J 

5 

PROGRAM 
EVALUATION 

- (APR.-JAN.) 

PREVIEW MEMO* 
(BY) M 

(APR.) 
‘6 

I -1 
PLANNING OFFICE STAFFING 

3 - ECONOMISTS 

r-7 

1 - INDUSTRIAL (MBA) 
1 - SYSTEMS ANALYST 
1 - SECRETARY 

*EXECUTIVE BOARD CONTROL POINT 

5MOU - MAJOR ORGANIZATIONAL UNIT (THE TWO LABORATORIES AND THE INSTITUTE) 

!?/ E-BOARD - EXECUTIVE BOARD 

tiBY - BUDGET YEAR 

BUDGETING 

SECRETARY’S DECISION BY-l (SEP.) 

BUDGET TO OMB BY-l (SEP.) 

ALLOCATION PLAN BY-2 (OCT.) 

OMB MARK BY-l (NOV.) 

CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET BY-1 (JAN.) 

QUARTERLY REPORT BY-2 (JAN.1 

HOUSE HEARINGS BY-1 (FEB.) 

SENATE HEARINGS BY-1 

QUARTERLY REPORT BY-2 

COMMERCE BUDGET BY 

BUDGET MARK BY-l 

1 QUARTERLY REPORT BY-2 

(MAR.) 

(APR.1 

(MAY) 

(JUN.) 

(JUL.) 

FINAL REPORT BY-2 (OCT.) 

x 
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APPEPIDIX XIII APPENDIX XIII 

Date 
Rate of 
overhead 

(percent). 

39.0 

37.5 

Percent 
change 

June 29, 1972 

February 18, 1973 

-- 

-1.5 

April 1, 1973 36.0 -1.5 

July 1, 1973 41.0 t5.0 

July 1, 1974 44.0 +3.0 

February 2, 1975 43.5 -0.5 

July 1, 1975 47.0 +3.5 

February 1, 1976 45.0 -2.0 

October 1, 1976 

January 2, 1977 

47.5 

48.0 

t2.5 

to.5 

April 10, 1977 44.2 -3.8 

October 1, 1977 47.5 t3.3 

CHANGES TNNBS BUREAU - 

OVERHEAD RATES 
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NBS reasons for change 

Reduction in overhead costs and 
increase in technical labor base 
resulting from pay raise 

Revision downward of certain 
overhead costs 

All telephone costs charged to 
bureau overhead instead of 
institute and division overhead 

Increased operating costs and 
changed methods of financing 
some services 

Increase in technical labor base 
due to pay raise 

Increases in the cost of utilities, 
printing, postage,- labor, and other 
items 

Technical labor base increase due 
to pay raise, lower utility costs 

Anticipated increased utility costs 

Fund advanced systems work of the 
computer services division 

Increase in the technical labor 
base due to pay raise 

Anticipated increase in utility 
costs 



APPENDIX XIV APPENDIX XIV 

MEMBERS OF THE 

Dr. Arthur M. Bueche 
Vice-President 
Research & Development 
General Electric Co. 

STATUTORY VISITING COMMITTEE 

1975-l 978 

Dr. John Truxal 
Dean, College of Engineering 
State Univ. of N.Y. - Stony Brook 

1975 1976 1977 1978 - __ 

X 

Charles E. Peck X 

Vice-President - Construction Group 
Owens-Corning Fiberglass Corp. 

X X 

Dr. Edwin A. Gee 
Senior Vice-President 
E.I. duPont de Nemours Co. 

X 

Dr. Robert H. Dicke 
Department of Physics 
Princeton University 

X 

Dr. Dale Compton 
Vice-President - Research 
Ford Motor Co. 

Mr. William Carey 
American Assn. for Advancement 

of Science 

Dr. William Linvill 
Chairman-Department of Engineer- 

ing - Economics Systems 
Stanford University 
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X X 
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APPENDIX XV APPENDIX XV 

0~2 yc,lr as2 at this tir;:!, the Statutory Visiting Comxittce for the 
fir:tiollLl !:urt~;i:r o-f Sia~~c!atx!s cxpr~ssed to you in thz strongest terms its 
profound coccc;-ns for ti;? c:-osion OF the 6urcau's scientific coxpe~tence 
and its cap.:biYity to C?ri-y out its responsibilities effectively. -1 he 
ComiL;tce as!& you to give persona'l attcnl,ion and support to strength- 
Ctlitlg the rl?SOL’i’C62S Of i;SS. 

Your response YIFIS \;h~t V;C! hopx! it would b2. One year later, recovery 
is i:rr:!:r :,~cty 2:1d a positive attitude pervzdcs NBS. Vhi‘Ie the Congi-ess 
has not yet co;:plz.ied its action on thn 1979 budget requests, it zppears 
quite ccrtzin that ti12 S:;T~ZLI will receive a very subs-iat-i al incrmse 
in its spp:'o~'~'iations. It is tww possible for the Director o-f' MS to 
look forzar-2 a:;C: not bs.ck~~~xl, and to be c0nfiden.t of the strong and 
continuit;~ idzrstandinc and support of the Secretary, the Uqddci- Secretary 
and the coznizznt Assis"icnt Secretaries. The Visiting Con:mfttee can do 
no less tht:ti c::pt-ess its appreciation to all of you. 

On June 27, 192'3, the Visiting Coi;:nl-ittee zt kdith the F!AS Evaluation 
Pan:1 Chsir;nGn to rcvip;., the sta-te of the Bureau's basic and applied 
science procra-.:5. G!i:h only a fw reservations, the panels found the 
qudity c: $2 %JtYau's prior-mattce to b-? very good indeed, notwif:h- 
starldi!!: thz incidental disturbance occasionxl by a genera-l reorgani- 
zation 221 ??:Fitc ovr ccncerns already expressed to you last year. The 
Visitin; CT-Z ~:tce's opinion is that kt;S is on the threshold of a lively 
2nd cr32'fy3 C.._. - F;?ricd 0-T groxth and national service, and that the 

.rcorgar.iz:+~- ..,n has kc;\ bznzficial and well --maw@. At the saw ti EC, 
tk! Visitfr.; Cwxitte? notes that careful continuing attention fill be 
rx!ccssary, in t:?c attocfition of resources, to assure that exkrml 
dan,] nc!; ~~r’j--. 

r’ ‘* tkz skills of I~!BS do not slo*;r the rcstoraiion of streng5h 
in th? basic scientific programs df' the BLII-mu. This observe t ion i s 
eS;Wcisily cjzx3ne in vie\1 of cont.eiibplatC!cl major reprograming actions, 
the effects or xhich have not bwn assessed by the Evaluation Kmts. 

Related to this fun&mental concern the Visiting Comitt& wishes to 
ImIx: four iqortant points, which comprise our 1975 report to you. 
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Second, the Visiting Coatititiw place 5 its higkst priority upon the 
contiwation of "co:fipe:,cnce building" at tile fIZS as the sittgle ttmst 

strategic spprmcii to public invcstn37t in scicnti,fic cxccller~cc. I*le 
urge yor1!- support in tk 1380 budgk2t cycle for a substantial inct-east in 
this ca:-323r;, of bu;'~z'; al!ocaI:ion. We believC tlldt “CUiYl~:r’tCIIC2 L:t-i'icti t1g" 
should be, at Icast, a five-year progt*a:il in the L~UYGIU. Di:in~~z i ncurt-cd 
in a large institution over many years cannot bz corrcc"lcc! in a Silos-icr- 

tine than that. 

Third, rre strongly enc!orsc th c? nw directions represented by thn proposed 
budget increases for 1380, because they 2511 position IKS to n:a::e a 
titwly stat-t in ai*eits of &ctnciny! technalogics which wi 11 stt-<i:lgthctr 
U.S. industry in th? wrld m;?d:t1:s. In pzrticuldr, r;'e c.ite tit? v2ry 
large-state integrated circuits and materials durability prograz-;. 

Fourth, the Visiting Cosrniit ee is fully ware of the Presidznt's 1930 
budget policies. In scaling the Bui-eau's budget est.itn;lies for ti:c 1960 
budget, in terms of reaii sm, ik rnrtnz~~ers of FIGS have r:ndz;-%tkcn ii bold 
initia-tivc to recluc;l OP t2winate a \:itlo ra:igz oi existing proJ2cLs in 
order- to acco;timoda%e hi;jhcr priority buc!~zt increases. Vol untzry repro- 
gramming 02 so substanlial a scale is, in OVi^ opinion, a v2ry pzwrfitl 
sign of the high qtialit .j’ 0i Ili3ll3gcrial lecdci-ship it t the 131:~TWtl. Illdcotl, 

thz two-year strat CI e_;' evidenced in their pencl ing t-cy:‘wgi '~ii..l!i~l~ l‘C!qll~~S L 
is an integra? part of their managerial appro3cii. 11: must i~z w3i;as'lzctl 
that re~roqracming on this sca?e is a tw-edg4 SkiLli-d, znd if tttis 
reprogratr.zing cat';nctt bs spread ov?r a tw-;'<?ar period, -tlt:i-C incvi tably 
will be txjor layo ffs and costly intern-31 disruptions, antf the cortse- 
quences to the Blti'eau's productivity and titaralc ~)uld hz adverse -in the 
extrew. 

Continual reevaluaticn of programs znd priorities is nctccss2ry for ~~00~1 
managezeEt. ?articulai- adroitnc?ss in KXlflLi~W~nt is called For because 
of the tizjque nature of this national institution: 

a. Coapetence building in science a is long-term p~occss, and 
it must be sheltcrcd from the yc?arly bttclget shock to hc 
kept strong and viable. 

b. To keep ug with the new science applications such as very 
large-scale integrated circuits, surface science, and laser 
&nistry, nw programs must be added. 

C. To livn \;ithin the tight budget constraints, l.hcs;c KW 
proyam can be adt!cd only if existing programs rlhich 
aiY still viable bul of lowr priority arc yftas~tl out in 
an orderly and gradual way. 
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d. This coniilluJl shirt p~wc~s must be carried out wiIkwt 
destroying ihz spib*it and drive 0: the scientific Staff Of 
FIGS which is its rt:os.L important WSOLItW?. 

One furti‘:cr conmni on the matter of reproyramning: it is very doubtful, 
in 0;Ii' view, that the ot-derly pursuit of scientific investigation can be 
achieved i-f t-zprogra:i::llirlg is attmpiecl on such a large scale rcjeatcdly 
and especially at short intervals. The current reprogrmning actions 
should b? seen for what they are: an ur~usual and extraordinary managerial 
effort to present a supportable bud 5et increase within ths pal icy 
constraints of the 1583 budget. Because MS has to be seen as c?n effective 
institution and not, s co!lcction of progi-a;nj, wn wish to bs very clear: 
ITi~-j-fj(jOmetj\~:\ g 2 t i 11 c i-2 ;’ j 9 and the 1979-80 reprograming strategy coqr-ise 
a unll7e\. *r* .( pC!CkKJe. If the increaws are disallowd wholly or in large 
part, the reprograx;iiI;; proposal should be vii thdram. 

In conclt;sior?, the Yisiting Coxziittee b?lievcs that a r;;ost constructive 
ne;.r policy euviromznt has emrged in iht past year, with ?lose and 
growing t:n:!?rstandirq betk:r?len thz top leadership of the Dcpartmnt, the 
\!hite Ho:Jse offices, ant! the head of RGS. For your part in this achieve- 
wni, tk Visiting Comittee is lost grateful. 

Sincerely, 

Actin: Sc.:irn;n 
IW Sisitir,g Comittee 
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OWENS-CORNING FIBERGLAS CORPORATION FIDERCLAS TOWER TOLEDO. Or(l0 43659 1413. 240 8000 

September 15, 1977 

The Honorable Juanita Kreps 
Secretary of Commerce 
Washington, 0. C. 20230 

Dear Madame Secretary: 

In keeping with the statutory requirement of an annual written report from 
the Visiting Committee of the National Bureau of Standards, the following 
is a record of our September 6, 1977, discussion. 

The Visiting Convnittee of the Kational Gureau of Standards appreciates that 
you rearranged your schedule to meet with us. NBS has critical problems, 
and we feel the personal support and direction of the Secretary of Comnirce 
is very important. We are pleased to have had the opportunity to present 
these concerns to Dr. Harman, and that he took the tim? to sit in with us 
during our meeting with you. 

NBS is on the brink of serious trouble. The persistent retrenchment that 
has taken place threatens to bring KBS to a mediocrity that is unacceptable. 
We recognize that your administration has inherited, not created, these 
problems. However, it will have to be your strong leadership that effects 
a change. 

Shocki,ng gaps exist in KES' ability to carry out its basic assignments, 
even without supplemental assignments. New assignments thrust on the Bureau 
without funding or pdrscKlne1 have forced NBS leadership into defensive 
Mnagement, whereby long-range programs are sacrificed to salvage short-term 
objectives. The declining quality of work is reaching a critical state. 
One study indicates that basic research in constant dollars may have dwindled 
to half the level of ten years ago. Fifteen new laws since 1965 have given 
HBS assignments, yet the NBS overall budget in constant dollars has not 
increased. 
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There ave confu:ing inconsistencies in the manaqemcnt direction f!BS has 
receiv;j from the Department of Conmerce and from 0%. Perhaps you are 
familiar with these illustrations: 

a) The shortfall in response to the Brooks Act. 

b) The energy-efficient household products assigniiient fro:;) 
Congress, for which OXB approved personnel and effort 
levels at NBS, told KBS the assignment would have to be 
funded by FEA, then withdrcki those funds from FEA. 

c) The Resource Conservation & Recovery Act of 1976, 
whereby Congress gave h'BS only tv/o years to develop 
guidelines for specifications for waste-recovered 
materials, yet OXB denied KBS funds. 

n'BS has-had four different directars in ten years, The present head has been 
in an "acting" status for two years. The Director of the Institute for 
Applied Technalosy has been in an "acting" status for a full year. Recently, 
the Director of the Institute for Cosquter Science resigned. "Temporary" 
mlnageseni cannot do a strong job. 

Perhaps the mast important signal of trouble is the effect on the talented 
people who make KBS a strong institution. Weakening morale and individual 
concerns for lack of consistent direction and support are plain. Effects 
are apparent also in the difficulty LBS has in attracting the very best 
graduating scientists. 

We believe that some key reasons for these problems are: 

a) The laissez faire attitude and the low priority that the- 
Department of Commerce has given the NBS. 

b) That those at OMB responsible for NBS have non-technical 
backgrounds with little understanding of the relevance of 
this highly scientific work or how it should be managed. 

C) That new Congressional assignments continue to be given 
without additional resources. 

Despite the problems, NES is doing a lot of very good worI:. Adversity has not 
yet broken morale. It is not too late for good management and firm support to 
allow I1BS to retain its strong reputation for excellent work. 
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We feel the solutions are clear. 

- Either the Department and the Secretary herself should 
intervene strenuously to obtain more resources, or 

- The Department should halt new assignments and advise 
Congress that the work cannot be done. Such col)Jiiunication 
should not be left to the WS director, but handled directly 
by the Department. 

The Visiting Committee strongly reccmuliends the following: 

a) Relief in the 1979 budget should be the first stel). 

b) Confirmation of Dr. Ernest Ambler as permanent IlCS Director, 
.and approval of his recommendations for IAT and CST Institute 
Directors. tit? are pleased to learn from Dr. Jordan Garuch 
that the Department has fo)wardcd the recommendation of 
Dr. Ambler to the k'hite House. ble hope approvals can be 
expedited. 

c) A moratorium on new statutory ass 
by Congress. 

ignwents not directly funded 

d) Open discussions with Congress on 

1) The Brooks Act shortfall. 

2) Energy Conservation assignments. 

3) Resource Recovery assignments. 

Although NBS is in serious trouble, a few simple but strong management 
actions can avoid crisis. We believe that your personal interest and 
support in these actions can quickly maintain NBS as the world's finest 
standards and measurement laboratory. As individuals, or as a group, we 
volunteer our services in any way that might be useful. 

Chairman 
NBS Visiting Colmnittec 

CEP:dja 

cc: Dr. Ernest Ambler 
Dr. Jordan J. Baruch 

+.Mv. Elaine Bunten 
Members of the hBS Visiting Committee 
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SWC Univerrily of New York 

at Stony Brook 

Stony Hrook. New York I I794 

College of Engineering and Applied Sciences 

Program on Technology and Sociefy 

telephone: (516) 246-841 s/8420 

August 2, 1976 

The Honorable Elliot Richardson 
Secretary of Commerce 
Washington, D.C. 20230 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

I am pleased to submit this annual report of the Visiting Committee of 
the National Bureau of Standards. As dictated by statutory requirement 
the report addresses the efficiency of the scientific work and the 
condition of the equipment of the Bureau. The substance of this report 
was communicated to you orally at our meeting on June 10, 1976. 

The Committee made two formal visits to the Bureau during the last year-- 
once to NBS Gaithersburg, and once to NBS Boulder. We have heard and 
read reports on the Bureau's work, visited the laboratories, reviewed 
the reports of the NAS Panels which evaluate the Bureau's work, and have 
had many discussions with top Bureau officials and the Department's 
Assistant Secretary for Science and Technology. The Visiting Committee 
is much impressed with the Bureau's performance in the past year, 
especially with its planning and its responsiveness to areas of national 
need. The Acting Director, Dr. Ambler, has done a fine job and the 
Committee is pleased to note Dr. Ambler's nomination to be the permanent 
Director. 

With respect to the condition of the Bureau's equipment, the Committee 
is happy to see the progress that has been made toward alleviating the 
Bureau's equipment deficits. In 1971, the Committee became alarmed at 
the state of the Bureau's equipment and proposed a $15 million program 
to bring the equipment up to date. This equipment modernization program, 
which is now about one-third completed, is having a significant impact on 
the productivity of the Bureau staff. Continuation of.this vital program 
is essential if the Bureau is to perform its assigned functions which 
require that it be a preeminent scientific and technical laboratory. 

The quality and vitality of the Bureau's technical work has been carefully 
evaluated by the 250 outstanding scientists and engineers from business, 
industry, universities, and Government who make up the NAS Evaluation 
Panels for the Bureau. Chaired by Dr. William 0. baker, President of Bell 
Telephone Laboratories, they perform an invaluable and unique service. 
The Panels give the Bureau high marks; they are exceedingly enthusiastic 
about'the excellence and relevance of the Bureau's work and about the 
stature of NBS and its accomplishments. 
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As examples of the outstanding nature of the Bureau's work the Coo:mittee 
would like to draw your attention to programs in: 

l Energy Conservation: The Bureau has developed a consensus standard 
for building energy conservation which will not only save energy, 
but will also lower building costs. In addition, NBS has provided 
the basis for energy efficiency labeling of appliances and has 
worked closely with business and industry on energy conservation 
methods. The Bureau's more basic scientific examination of energy 
conservation technology is essential to provide the technical basis 
for the promulgation of adequate and equitable standards in this 
area. 

* Precision Measurement of Length and Time: NBS physicists at the 
Boulder laboratories have extended the fundamental limits for the 
precision measurement of length of time. These experiments allow 
orders of magnitude improvement in these basic measurements which 
are among the most important in modern scientific inquiry. 

* Standard Reference Materials and Evaluated Data: These two functions 
and the Bureau's accomplishments with respect to them are exceedingly 
important to engineering and industry. The Bureau has, for example, 
played an invaluable role as a third-party arbiter in the development 
and implementation of new measurement methods for the regulation of 
pollutants and aerosols. 

The Visiting Cormiittee is concerned, horqever, as it looks at trends in 
demands for Bureau services and anticipates the problems which the Bureau 
inevitably faces. As the Committee reflects on -its interactions with the 
Bureau over the last ten years, the Committee notes that NBS has become 
the subject of more and more Congressional actions. A series of acts 
(e.g., Brooks Act of 1965, Privacy Act of 1974, Consumer Product SaFety 
Act of 1972, and the Energy Policy and Conservation Act of 1975) have 
substantially broadened the Bureau's mission. These and other acts 
along with executive assignments have added new responsibilities, but have 
not increased Uurcau Resources. Three problems associated wth these new 
responsibilities and limited resources are of particular concern to the 
Committee: 

* The Bureau's record for excellence and its stature in the scientific 
and technical community lead to expectations which may not be fulrilled. 
For example, in computer science and technology, the Bureau's resaurces 
are extremely limited, yet NBS is expected to provide standards for 
computer peripherals and conlputer privacy--areas in krhich the Government's 
stakes are high and the industrial investment is enormous. 

* Secondly, and related to the first point, the Bureau is spread quite 
thin to do the work currently assigned. 
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+ and finally, and probably of more importance, the Committee is 
concerned about the Bureau's ability to maintain basic competence 
in the face of these additional demands without additional 
resources. This concern was perhaps best expressed by Dr. Dale 
Compton of Ford Motor Co~npany when he said that in any major 
laboratory with severe budget constraints, the applied work 
almost always forces out the longer-term work, and the longer- 
term work is the basis for the excellence and credibility which 
leads the Congress and others to go to the National Bureau of 
Standards. 

In summary, the Committee's opinion of the Bureau's work is high--it is 
the outstanding Federal laboratory. However, the Committee foresees a 
danger in the Bureau's attempting to respond to additional responsibilities 
unless those new assignments are accompanied by appropriate resources. 

In closing, Mr. Secretary, your concern for providing a sound technical 
basis for decisionmakers and decisionmaking has given us much food for 
thought. In the past the Bureau has contributed in various degrees and 
manners to policymaking in Government, particularly in providing or 
evaluating technical inputs. As decisions become more technically based, 
the Bureau will undoubtedly become more involved. 

It has been a pleasure serving you and, in so doing, serving the Bureau 
and the Country. We look forward to future service to the Department of 
Cormnerce and to the National Bureau of Standards. 

Sincerely, 

t? 

+&. .fJ d&Lz-~~~ 

ohn G. Truxal 
Chairman 
NBS Visiting Committee 

Enclosure 

(06601) 
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